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Nursing department rejected
by state advisory committee
By TAMI RICHARDSON
An advisory committee to
the State Council of Higher
Education for Virginia
(SCHEV)
has
rejected
Madison College's proposal
for the establishment of a
baccalaureate program in
nursing. ■
Dr.
Anna
Gallagher,
chairman of the department
of nursing, has advised
sophomores in the pre-nursing
program here to apply to
other schools and has told
freshmen in the program to
decide where else they would
want to go, "just in case."
Madison's letter of intent to
plan a program leading to a
Bachelor of Science degree in

nursing was approved by
SCHEV in June, 1974 with five
stipulations.
The stipulations included
employing a chairman for the
department of nursing and
phasing down and finally
discontinuing the diploma
Srogram at Rockingham
[emorial Hospital (RMH).
According to college
President Ronald Carrier,
"The college had done
everything required to do to
fulfill the stipulations in the
letter of intent" which was
granted to the college.
However, although the
State Board of Nursing approved the final proposal in
January, SCHEV'S Advisory

Council leaders protest
sentence given to athlete
By DWAYNE YANCEY
A student who pleaded guilty to cheating on a test received
preferential treatment from the Honor Council because he was on
an athletic scholarship, the council president and vice-president
charge.
The Honor Council placed Kelly Latham, a basketball player
on a full scholarship, on permanent probation March 21 after he
admitted copying answers from an old copy of the test which he
had with him in the classroom.
A student on probation is subject to immediate suspension if he
is convicted of any additional violations of either the Honor Code
or college policies.
Council President Bob Snyder and Vice-President Mark Ritter
said they thought he should have been suspended.
The case has been appealed to the College Judicial Council by
the professor in whose class the offense occurred.
Latham, contacted Sunday evening, said he knew nothing of
the appeal. William Johnson, associate director of student affairs, had no comment on the appeal.
Snyder said testimony showed that student teaching assistant
Susan Carlton noticed the student "suspiciously" looking through
some papers 10 minutes after starting a test in Dr. John Sander's
geology class.
Carlton notified Sander, who was busy with another class at the
time, Snyder said.
Sander arrived 20 minutes later and observed the student
copying from an old copy oi the test, Snyder said.
Snyder said Latham testified during the hearing that he copied
one answer 20 minutes after the test began.
Snyder and Ritter said the student should have been found
guilty of premeditated cheating and suspended.
The copy of the old test constituted physical evidence. Snyder
said, "and if we have physical evidence that the person cheated,
I'd recommend suspension every time."
(Continued on Page 2)

Committee on Education for
the Health Professions and
Occupations refused to
recommend the program to
SCHEV on March 22.
The committee heard a
presentation by Carrier and
Gallagher, but did not raise
any questions about the
adequacy or cost of the
program, according to Dr.
John Mundy, Madison's
director of administrative
affairs.
Apparently
the
committee's only concern in not
approving the proposal was
based on the "Health ManB)wer Study of Registered
urses" which was recently
released,
Mundy
said.
According to Carrier, it's
"apparent" that the committee was "influenced
heavily" by the study,
prepared by a staff member of
SCHEV, which suggests that
there is an adequate supply of
nurses
in
Virginia.
However, Carrier believes
that Madison's geographical
area has a shortage of nurses.
It seems that the committee is
(Continued on Page 8)

MADISON STUDENT DAVE FLANDER donates blood daring
last week's Red Cross blood drive in the Warren Campus Center.
The project was sponsored by the Interfraternity Council and
Panehllfnic.
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9 groups ask SGA for $183,757
Approximately $170,000 will be available
By BARBARA BURCH
Eight campus organizations and the Student
Government Association (SGA) presented
their 1977-78 budgets to the SGA finance
committee Thursday.
A total of $183,757.40 was requested from
student activity funds by the groups, whose
individual requests varied from $500 to $80,000.
The SGA has approximately $170,000 to
work with next year, according to SGA
treasurer Mike Louden.
The largest budget presented was that of the
Campus Program Board (CPB), $160,074requesting $80,074 from the SGA.
Under its proposed budget CPB expects to
spend $142,544 on contractual services, $1,750
on supplies and materials, $5,880 on undergraduate scholarships, $4,300 on equipment, and $t00 on current charges and
obligations.
Included in the budget are funds for a New
York production of "Cabaret," $82,000 for five

planned concerts, $4,000 for a spotlight, and
$300 for a ticket counter.
The total budget for CPB has increased
from this year's $151,780, of which $76,000 was
from SGA.
The next largest budget, the $39,753.40
proposed SGA operating budget, is almost a
$20,000 increase over this year's projected
budget of $19,898.50, according to the budget
sheet presented by SGA Treasurer Mike
Louden.
The budget includes $16,425 for contractual
services such as communications, convention
and educational travel, repairs, and printing
and advertising.
Under supplies and materials, an allocation
of $13,400 is proposed, with $12,000 earmarked
for the purchase of a computer to help
keen
v
SGA records.
^
However, Louden said, the computer was
placed in the budget so that the finance
(Continued on Page 7)

oblems and advantages of off-campus living
Apartment hunt frustrating. . .
ly TOM DULAN
The search for off-campus
lousing can be a long and
strating one. Most students who
shop around the several modern
apartment complexes in and around
larrisonburg soon find they have to
>rt to looking for other, maybe
i attractive living arrangements.
Vacancies aren't very common
imong the major-modern apartlent complexes, but the time to look
early summer.
Holly Court, a townhousetpartment complex about one-half
mile north of campus, has very
infrequent vacancies, according to a
development spokesman. There is
now a waiting list of more than 100
applicants, but a turnover of tenants
is expected in May or June he said.

About 30 per cent of the tenants at
Holly Court are reported to be
college
students.
Park apartments, about a mileand-a-haff south of campus,
reportedly is filled during winter
months, but usually has a turnover
of "about 30 apartments in July or
August."
Squire Hill, about 50 per cent
students, is located one-half mile
east of Madison on Port Republic
Road. There has been one vacancy
there since September, a spokesman
said, but large turnovers are expected at the ends of May and
August.
Single-bedroom apartments at
Squire Hill rent for $255 a month. A
one-bedroom at Holly Court rents
(Continued on Page 10)

. . .once located, it's cheaper
By SANDY AMANN
Commuter students give many
reasons for preferring to live offcampus. They like having a place of
their own and it's less cramped than
dormitory rooms, they point out. It
allows them to escaoe from the
college community after classes
are over and they don't have to eat
dining hall food, some will add.
According to a survey conducted
by The Breeze, they can put one
more reason on their list. It's
cheaper.
Of 44 commuters surveyed, only
two pay more than $100 a month
rent. Apartment dwellers pay an
average of $86.84 a month fbr both
rent and utilities, and/ -students
renting townhouses

of $91.42 for rent and utilities each
month.
Students living in college-owned
housing pay $400 a semester for
room and laundry. This comes to $25
a week for 16 weeks, or about $100 a
month.
Most of the commuter students
surveyed estimated that they spend
between $10 and $20a week for food.
The average amount was $14.52.
Students with dining hall contracts pay $284 a semester, or about
$17.75 a week for 16 weeks of meals
at Gibbons dining hall. However,
this figure includes 21 meals a week
with
unlimited
servings.
The cost of college room and
board is expected to go up next year,
although the exact amount has not
(Continued on Page 10)
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Council leaders charge special treatment
(Continued from Page I)
"It has been established as a
steadfast tradition" that
conviction of premeditated
cheating mandates suspension. Ritter said.
The Honor Council Advisory Board has adopted
regulations which will become
effective Sept. 1 requiring that
a student found guilty of
premeditated cheating be
suspended for at least one
semester.
To
be
premeditated.
Snyder said, the cheating had
to be "willful, deliberate, and
well thought-out."
After the student pleaded
guilty to cheating, the Honor
Council voted on whether to
find
him
guilty
of
premeditated cheating.
The vote was 3-3 with
Snyder. Ritter. and Cathy
Berkebile
voting
for
premeditation. Steve Hughes,
Gladys Laforge. and Kenneth
White voted against it.

"We could tell then how it
would turn out." Snyder said
if lucky, we'd get probation.
We knew that they wouldn't be
willing to convict him of
premeditated cheating so we
went on to the penalty."
The council voted 4-2 to
place Latham on* permanent
probation. Snyder and Ritter
voted for suspension.
Snyder said he thought
Latham's being on an athletic
scholarship "had a lot to do"
with the council voting against
conviction of premeditated
cheating
and
against
suspension.
"I feel that him being a
scholarship athlete had some
bearing on the case," said
Ritter. "I don't think justice
was served."
Other
Honor
Council
members said that the
student's athletic scholarship
played no part in their
decision.

"I didn't even think it was
relevant." said Hughes.
White and Laforge said that
, the scholarship "had nothing
to do" with their decision in
the case.
"I tried not to let that influence my decision;" said
Berkebile.
Prosecutor Steve Driebe
also said he didn't think the
athletic scholarship played
any part in the council's
decision.
"The Honor Council isn't
hesitant to suspend," he said,
adding, "if they think he
should be suspended, they'll
suspend him."
Nonetheless, Snyder called
the council's verdict "very
poor" because "we had
substantial physical
evidence" of premeditated
cheating.
"He knew what he was
doing." Snyder said. "If he
looks onto somebody's paper

Geology protests honor sentence

J

By DWAYNE YANCEY
Faculty members and
student teaching assistants of
the geology department have
sent a letter to the Honor
Council
protesting
the
"leniency" with which a
student who pleaded guilty to
cheating on a test was treated.

'the case sets
bad precedent'
The student, Kelly Latham,
pleaded guilty March 21 to
copying answers from an old
copy of the test which he had
with him in the classroom.
The Honor Council placed
Latham
on
permanent
probation.
The letter, dated March 23,
said that "the cheating was
demonstrated by irrefutable
evidence and was witnessed
by both a professor and a
student teaching assistant.
"Considering the nature of
the
evidence
and
the
ramifications of this case for
future cases of this type, we do
vigorously
protest
the
leniency with which the case
was adjudicated. Such a
decision by the Honor Council
undermines the validity of the
Honor System at Madison
College, it brings into serious
question whether the Honor
System is a truly effective
medium for dealing with
questions
of
academic
dishonesty.
"Both the faculty and
teaching assistants of the
Department of Geology now
seriously question the effectiveness of the Honor
Council as an appropriate
body
to
handle
honor
violations."
The letter was signed by
Dr. William Roberts, acting
head of the department, seven
faculty members and 10
student teaching assistants.
"I am in complete agreement
with the geology department," said Honor- Council
President Bob Snyder, adding
the case "sets a bad
precedent."
Testimony showed that
student teaching assistant
Susan Carlton noticed the
student "suspiciously"
looking through some papers
10 minutes after starting a test
in Dr. John Sander's geology
class, according to Snyder
Carlton notified Sander.

who was busy with another
class at the time, Snyder said.
Sander arrived 20 minutes
later and observed the student
copying from an old copy of
the test, Snyder said.
Latham, a basketball
player on a full scholarship,
testified during the hearing
that he copied one answer 20
minutes after the test started,
Snyder said.
Snyder and Honor Council
Vice President Mark Ritter
both voted for conviction of
premeditated cheating and
suspension.
Snyder has charged that
the student being on an
athletic scholarship "had a lot
to do" with the council's
decision not to suspend.
Other Council members
have said that the student's
scholarship played no part in
their decision and that it was
never proven to their
satisfaction that Latham
entered the room with the
intention of cheating.
"The judgment was not
really in line with the act, and
tends to undermine the honor
system," Sander said, "and in
my opinion, may subtly encourage cheating."
„ Carlton said that for the
honor system to work, "they
just can't let things that are
blatant like this go on. I have

no desire to hang the student,
but in the face ofthe evidence
Dr. Sander had, there was no
choice but to recommend
suspension."
Snyder said he met with
Roberts, geology professor
David Poche. and Carlton
after receiving the letter "to
explain how the new officers
feel and how we felt decision
should have went. I feel it's a
gross injustice to the honor
system."
Roberts would not comment on the case specifically
but said that he was "very
encouraged by what Mr.
Snyder wants to do."
If the Honor Council isn't
strengthened, Snyder said,
"you'll have each department
running their own kangaroo
court. If they do that, it's
going to be worse for the
student."
Copies of the letter were
sent to Dr. Raymond
Dingledine, a member of the
Honor Council Advisory
Board: Dr. Thomas Stanton,
vice president for academic
affairs; Dr. John Sweigart.
dean of arts and sciences, and
Presidenet Ronald Carrier.
All said they were not
familiar with the case and
that it was the duty of the
Honor Council the respond to
the letter.

you can't prove that it was
Kremeditated. but when you
ave physical evidence it's
premeditated cheating."
Other
Honor
Council
members said that it was
never proven to them that the
student brought the old test to
class "with the intent to
cheat" and thus they could not
find
him
guilty
of
premeditated cheating.
The student's copy of the
old test was not an exact copy,
said White, who added that the
student could have had it for
the purpose of studying and
may not have entered the
class with the intention of
cheating.
The question of "did he
have that test for the purpose
of bringing it in to cheat" was
not answered, he said.
"Premeditated
cheating
was not proven," said Hughes.
"There was some physical
evidence in his possession but
whether that evidence was in
his possession just for the
purpose of taking it to class to
cheat was not proven."
Prosecutor Driebe said that
the student did not necessarily
"walk in intending to cheat
but in any cheating case there
has
to
be
some
premeditation."
Some Honor Council
members "feel that they need
more than a smoking pistol to
convict," Snyder said. "I look
to see whether he did it or not.
They're looking into too many
other things and bending over
backwards to find out why the
person cheated."
Student advocate coordinator John Lounsbury. who
acted as Latham's defense,
"kept bringing up" the fact
that the student might lose his
scholarship if suspended.
Snyder
said.
Lounsbury also said that
the student was concerned
over his grade point average.
Snyder said.
The student
needed a 2.0 by the end of the
spring semester to maintain
his scholarship, but had only
1.6.
"We're all under pressure"
to make good grades, Snyder
said. There was no direct

pressure put on the council to
vote against suspension., he
said, but "everyone knew"
who the student was and
Lounsbury mentioned the
scholarship several times.
"That's the way I did approach the case," Lounsbury
said.
"It was something
which was advantageous in
his defense. He was guilty and
the only things I could work
with were the scholarship and
whether it was premeditated
cheating."
"I feel it put pressure on
the hearing, Snyder said.
"The advocate used tactics
like emotional pressure and
tried to make us feel
responsible for whatever
happens to him. I can feel
sorry but that doesn't have
anything to do with whether
he's right or wrong. I don't
say we have to rule with an
iron glove, but in cases like
this one Mark Ritter and I feel
we have to recommend
suspension for at least one
semester."
Ritter said that "the advocate did press the point
more than it should have
been."
Snyder said he recommended to the Council that
Latham be suspended for the
.fall semester but'"they were
so worried" about the
student's scholarship and his
ability to participate in sports
that he "compromised,"
asking
for
immediate
suspension so Latham could
return in the fall.
Athletic direcor Dean
Ehlerssaid that "at this point
we're planning to continue"
the student's scholarship.
"Once we make a commitment to a young man we
have an obligation to see that
he graduates." he said.
"We're not too happy, of
course, when something like
this happens, but we're not
going to abandon him."
If he had been suspended,
Latham would have been
ineligible to play until he
returned.
"If the suspension were
ever lifted, you would review
the case," Ehlers said.
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Teacher-actor must place student needs first
By DR. THOMAS ARTHUR
It is now 13 years since the
landmark Rockefeller Panel
Report on the Performing
Arts proposed that those
universities that decide to
assume some responsibility
for professional training
"must attract the most highly
qualified performing artists
as teachers to their faculties."
The panel went on to
suggest that "providing a
home for the performing
artist or group is as justifiable
for a university as opening its
laboratories to scientists for
research."
The period since the
publication of the report has
been a time of increasingly
widespread use of established
theatre practitioners as
professors of acting, directing
and design.
The advantages of an increasing professionalization
of our university theatre
schools are clear; the student
has increased contact and
interchange with representatives of the "real world" he
may be planning to enter, the
non-theatre members of the
university community see
better productions and,
therefore, are encouraged to
become regular audience

members, and,
as the
Rockefeller panel points out,
the performer achieves some
measure of "institutional
stability
and
financial
security."
Unfortunately, there have
also been some disadvantages.
Broadway and Hollywood
personnel and methods of
operation have tended to
legitimatize Broadway and
Hollywood standards of accomplishment on campus.
Where theatre departments
have adopted a professional
orientation, theatre teachers
have often come under

pressure ' to
achieve
"professional" production
successes at whatever the
educational cost.
Distinctions
between
teacher and practitioner have
tended to be minimized and
even obsured.
University teachers lose
something essential when
they begin to think of themselves
as
campus
"professionals."
This is not to say, either that
professional practitioners
always make bad teachers or
that the vast majority of
professional teachers at the
college level are not accomplished practitioners, but
rather to urge that, in spite of
the fact that there are many
good teacher-practitioners,
there are important differences between the two
functions.
This article is an attempt to

isolate those differences in my
own field, the teaching of
acting, that have implications
for the best theatre education
possible on our campuses.
The most famous sentence
in Aristotle's "Poetics" is the
definition and description of
the parts and powers of
tragedy as "An imitation of an
action that is serious, complete in itself, and of a certain
magnitude; in language
embellished with each kind of
artistic ornament, the several
kinds being found in separate
parts of the play; in the form
of action, not of narrative;
through pity and fear effecting the proper purgation
of these emotions."
Though "good" acting is
certainly not limited to the
"tragic," nevertheless, parts
of this definition can serve for
isolating the unique nature of
the dramatic form in general,
the play in particular, and by
extension, the actor as part (if
the play.

Auto repair column
By
M. MAHDESYAN
Engineering Department,
Fram
Corporation
It's surprisingly easy to
change your transmission oil
and filter and it's essential to
do this (or have it done)
periodically.
Even
under
normal
operation your transmission
generates particles of metal
and friction materials which
circulate with the tran, smission oil and are trapped
by the filter. The oil itself
wears out through heat and
contaminants so it too, must
be
changed
regularly.
Most manufacturers
recommend doing this every
24,000 miles. If you drive hard
or if you pull a heavy load, do
it more often.
How? First, make sure you

Pirandello several times
has taken the position that art
is life, not a reasoning
process. It is certainly true
that art need not, and perhaps
should not, be a reasoning
process but, Pirendello's very
considerable efforts not-

built into the plot. Hence, the
character undergoing conflict
may be said to be the basic
irreducible element in all
ptays.
The actor's
minimum
responsibility as an imitative
artist, then, is to isolate the

Lectures in print
withstanding, art is not "life"
either.
In spite of the Italian
playwright's skill at drawing
us into the "illusion" vs.
"reality" dichotomy which his
two most famous plays are
written around, neither his
"Enrico IV" nor his "Six
Characters" are any more or
less tangible or corporeal than
the other entities in his plays,
for all characters in plays are,
by definition, imitations of
Butcher, in his commentary on "The Poetics"
notes that, "the truth ... of
poetry is essentially different
from the truth of fact." It may
be true that, "Things that
never have happened and
never will happen, may be
more true, than those daily
occurences which we can with
confidence predict."
Nevertheless, he points out
that "the whole tenor and
purpose of "The Poetics"
makes it clear that poetry is
not a mere repudiation of
empirical fact, a picture of life
with all its trivialities and
accidents." ■
Butcher tells us that by
"action," Artistotle does not
mean a purely external act,
but an inward process which
works outward, the expression of a man's rational
personality.
In the drama,
the
characters are not described,
they enact their own story and
so reveal themselves.
All possible examples of
plot offered by Aristotle in
"The Poetics" involve a
change in the fortune of the
major character.
It is clear such changes will
hot be "dramatic" unless
there is resistance to them
have purchased the correct
filter with the right gasket for
your car's transmission. Then
give yourself about two hours
of time to do the job properly.
You will also need these
items: A pair of jackstands
when working under your car,
a wide drain container similar
to a washtub, rags, a ratchet
wrench with extension and
•Vsocket, gasket scraper and
at least 4 quarts of automatic
transmission fluid.
With the parking brake
applied, and the car in "park"
position, jack the car up to a
comfortable working height.
Place your safety stands
under the frame of the car.
Most cars have no transmission drain plug, so it will
be necessary to remove the oil
pan with the oil inside.
Position your drain pan under
the transmission pan. With
ratchet wrench and socket,
remove all but one pan bolt.
Then pry the pan down

major and minor conflicts of
the play and make sure his
efforts communicate these
conflicts as effectively as
possible
through
his
characterization.
What
improves
this
communication of conflict
makes for good acting. What
detracts from this communication of conflict makes
for bad acting.
There is controversy about
where Aristotle meant to
suggest the effects of the play
take place, in the play or in the
audience.
There are good theoretical
arguments to support either
position but the more
pragmatic stance for the
modern practitioner would
seem to be that they take

place in the audience.
To sum up then, acting is an
imitation of character in
conflict, creating effects
which take place in the
spectators as opposed to the
actor or script.
A former colleague at
Illinois State University introduced a concept of the term
"to teach" in faculty meetings
which he believed had more
validity then the dictionary
definition.
He would have had us think
of teaching as "an intransitive
verb," meaning, rather than
one
person
teaching
something to another person,
one makes it possible for
another person to learn.
The accent here is less upon
the inter-personal communication, (teaching), than
upon creating a situation in
which a hoped-for reaction, (learning), can take
Elace. Carl Rogers calls this
itter state student-centered,
as opposed to teachercentered education.
At any rate, the substance
of suggested reforms and the
shift of emphasis from
"teacher-centered"
to
"student-centered"
institutional procedures that
(Continued on Page IS)
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slightly to drain the excess oil
from the pan. While holding
the pan back up with one
hand, remove the last pan bolt
with your other hand and
carefully lower the pan to
dump out the oil into your
container. This is a ticklish
operation and sometimes
results in an oily sleeve up to
your
elbow.
A look at the new filter in
your package will tell you
what the old one looks like
inside the transmission. It is
usually attached by bolts and
is easily removed and
replaced.
Be sure to clean the inside
of the oil pan thoroughly and
pay special attention to the
gasket sealing surfaces.
Scrape off all old gasket
material from the pan and
transmission with your
scraper. Then with your new
gasket in position carefully
replace the oil pan and install
the pan bolts, being careful

not to overtighten (which can
distort
the
pan).
Start the engine and add
two quarts of the correct type
of automatic transmission
fluid (your parts supplier will
know
which).
Then, with the engine still
running, scoot back underneath and check for any oil
leaks around the pan.
If it passes inspection, shut
off the engine, lower the car,
and finish filling the transmission. Be sure the car is
level when checking oil; and
do not overfill.
A few tips:
1. Don't rush. Take your
time and work safely.
2. The transmission is a
precision component Keep it
clfifln

.2

3. If you see any large
pieces of foreign matter in
your oil pan, save them for
inspection by a qualified
serviceman. They may be a
clue to needed future repairs.
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U.S. cannot dictate
policy to neighbors
The United States has long been the nation in the western
hemisphere looked to for leadership and guidance America
has been the strongest nation in the hemisphere and the one
that supposedly has stood for freedom based on the idea of not
interfering in the affairs of others. Our position against
Marxist advances on both American continents ana particularly our trade restrictions and refusals to establish
diplomatic ties with Castro's Cuban regime have demonstrated the posit on that our neighbors for the most part have
rPCtMVtPn

However, recent foreign policy decisions and actions by the
Carter administration have placed the American position of
influence in serious peril. No longer is the United States seen
as the "good guys," the advocates of self-determination
Instead, we are seen as trying to force our views, with regard
to the so-called human rights questions, on a number of South
American nations.
There are, for sure, numerous political situations on Uie
South American continent that are not consistent' with
American thought. But interference in the internal affairs of
the nations involved can do nothing but hinder existing
relations. Any attempt to improve the situation must be
through cooperative efforts, not by the pressure methods
originating in Washington.
•. .
The administration's campaign for human rights has also
come at the time when the United States is trying to improve
relations with Cuba. Considered together, the two pose a
serious threat in the eyes of many of our neighbors as we seem
to be seeking friendships with long-time enemies while insulting our friends.
Consider the following and it is evident why the nations of
South America have become alarmed: -Aid to both Uraguay
and Argentina was cut because of alleged violations of human
rights by the two governments. In neither case was there advance warning of the actions.
-Similar alligations were made against the governments of
Brazil, Guatemala and El Salvador, resulting in the three, as
well as Brazil and Argentina, renouncing future military ties
with the United States.
-The United States, without consulting Brazil, sought to
keep West Germany from selling a nuclear fuel processing
plant to Brazil.
, ,
, ,
-Israel was urged by the United States to cancel the sale of
24 fighter-bombers to Ecuador.
-There has been a movement by some Congressmen to
establish a boycott of coffee, a major export of several South
American nations, despite the fact that the recent price increases for the product were due to a frost that killed much of
the South American crop.
■
These American actions have left many of our neighbors
and long-time friends confused. On one hand they see a
democracy advocating human rights and the freedom to
determine one's destiny. But at the same time they see a
nation now willing to negotiate with Cuba, which for years has
suppported the Marxist movement in South America.
The nations of South American, attempting to eliminate the
bombings, terrorism and assassinations mat are common with
the Marxist movement on the continent, may have violated the
human rights we consider vital.
However, they are attempting to preserve their own well
being, and this hardly an area in which American foreign
policy can dictate and expect to be successful. The source of
the difficulties must be eliminated before the results of the
actions can be changed.

"... freedom ol III* press is one of Ihe great bulwarks ol liberty, and can
never be restrained but by despotick governments." James Madison
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ISGA effectiveness limited j
By BARBARA BURCH
Students today don't have much to complain
about. Or much that they will complain about.
There is no draft, no war, no dress code, not
even any unfair damage charges made to
dormitory residents. Things are going so well
for students today, that they don't see the need
to fight.
Therefore, as the time for Student Government Association (SGA) elections draws near,
the effectiveness of student government as a
means of change in today's world must be
examined.
For the most part, the SGA has fallen short
of its goals this year, either through lack of
administrative support, lack of student support, or through its own ineptitude.
Only one project, a used book sale, has
reached fruition.
When measured in comparison to other
years, this year's student leaders have
managed to appear more active than their
predecessors. However, relatively little has
been accomplished in spite of this.
Which brings to light the question of how
effective can student government be when It
has to work against the college administration,
student apathy, and often itself.
"Most student movements become
frustrated because student government tries to
do too many things," SGA President Mike
Anestos said last fall.
Yet, even with "narrowed goals," Anestos
himself has become a prime example of a
frustrated movement as one by one, his
"tangible projects" have been abandoned.
Carrier current radio became too costly and
impractical: faculty evaluations are about to
go the same route, through late planning, lack
of faculty support, and uncertainty of funding.
Plans for an SGA-sponsored concert were
thwarted by Anestos' youthful exuberance,
interpreted by Campus Program Board (CPB)
as SGA intent to subvert CPB, and also administrative distrust of outside promoters.
The distrust the administration bears for
professional promoters apparently results
from the realization that promoters are in
business and therefore wish to make a profit on
the concerts which they book.
Consequently , the administration did not
support Anestos' plan to use Cody Productions,
or his plan to use Cellar Door Productions, one
of the most reputable booking agencies on the
east coast.
One assumption which could be made from
the administrative attitude towards promoters
is that it does not wish to try anything new.
In spite of assurances from SGA that any
losses suffered in the concert would be covered
by SGA funds and the promise that CPB would
be given a cut of the gate, ihe administration
stilfdid not allow wc a**/WlT>roceed with its
concert plans. In fact, they reached the point
of refusing to tell the SGA on what dates a
public-funded building was reserved in the
HP.*' »'

The administration, "acting in the interests
of the students," preferred to go « th CPB,
which is not in business for a profit, and rarely
ends up breaking even on concert ventures.
In addition to lack of administrative support, student apathy has played a role in the
SGA's problems this year.
As one senator very aptly put it, "No one
cares what the SGA does but the SGA."
Lack of student input has hurt the SGA this
year: turnout for senate elections was poor,
and student reaction to SGA actions has been
limited.
In an effort to instill student interest, senate
meetings have been scheduled for the lounges
of various dormitories occasionally, so that
dorm residents and neighbors could listen in on
meetings and offer their input to the SGA.
However, these opportunities to watch

'the SGA is a group
divided within itself"
student government in action are not taken
advantage of, and the senate usually meets
alone on these occasions.
In addition, relatively little reaction has
been expressed to what the SGA does by
students.
Using letters-to-the-editor of The Breeze as
an example, SGA has evoked little response
from students through this medium, more
letters being written on Bob Dylan and the
Beatles than student government, which
directly affects, or should affect, students.
Granted, not everything SGA does is worth
commenting on; however, a more responsible
attitude would be taken by student leaders if
they felt that thier action's were being taken
seriously by students, and that students cared
what they did.
This brings to light the question of how effective can student government be, even with
the support of administrators and students?
The SGA, representing every student at
Madison who pays activity' fees, is a group
divided within itself on many fronts-campus
vs. off campus, drinking vs. non-drinking,
senate vs. executive council.
The on-campus students believe the offcampus students should pay a fee like dorm
residents do, and stop asking the SGA for
money for their newsletter. The off-campus
students believe that most of the money goes to
on-campus projects which commuters will
never use.
.
.mSMking students w«ii ^a^ .^iflftRs.
and 24-hour lifestyles: the non-drinking
students want peace and quiet and 4.0 grade
averages.
(Continued on Page 13)
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Why reimburse Logan?'

To The Editor:
In reference to the article
appearing in the Breeze issue
of March 29 concerning Logan
Hall we wish to state our
views and propose a few
questions.
Why should Logan loft
owners be reimbursed for
their "investment" when it
was their choice to "invest" in
the first place? One Logan
resident
stated that
they should be reimbursed
because it is not their choice to
move.
However it is clearly stated
in the housing contract that
"The College also reserves the
right
to
change
room
assignments
at
its
discretion." (Terms and
Conditions, clause
3)
When Logan residents
signed this contract they were
fully aware that they could
possibly lose on their "in-

vestment."
Where is this
money for reimbursement
coming
from?
In regard to raising the
height of the showers in
Gifford Hall, we have lived in
Hoffman. Shorts. Rockingham.
Gifford^nd Wayland Halls.
We have yet to have a shower
that is over our heads and we
are only five feet six inches
tall and under.
It is an inconvenience that
all Madison students have to
live with. Why should Logan
residents be given special
conveniences?
Instead fof switching the
names of Gifford and Logan
Halls why not be realistic and
rename Gifford "Boy's Town
JMU?"
jane Reily and Gail L.
Hamilton
(Editors Note: Seven other
people signed this letter.)

New Riders of the
Purple Sage
Who Are Those Guys?

New Riders
IguaguPassport
*mmiMz- ALL
R 0ORPS }
$
3.99 each
178E S. Mason St.
FRIDAY NIGHT

SMORGASBORD
All You Can Eat Just

$4

95

select from

Seafood • Poultry • Beef
Entrees

I Readers J(orum
Urges involvement in women's groups
To the Editor:
I don't know how many
women noticed the short
"CEEB Clinics" articleclinics held by the College
Entrance Examination Board
for women.
These newly implemented
"decision-making ' clinics
cost $30.00. There is a very
real need for women to understand and evaluate their
positions and prospective
careers in today's society and
changing world.
I propose that a women's
organization on campus could
fulfill the void that exists in
the expression of feminist,
women's rights and women's
role concerns for the undergraduate.
Often when someone says
women's
liberation
or
feminist, immediately
negative connotations intrude
upon a woman's mind-that
should not be the case! There
are many women on campus
who care about fulfilling
themselves in their own
unique ways-intellectually,
career-wise.

We deserve equality in
America where "unalienable
rights" are guaranteed
constitutionally to everyone
except women.
Are you
aware of the precarious
position of the Equal Rights
Amendment?
If there are any women
interested in rapping about
the concerns of women in
tdday's world or are interested in starting a women's

'Inequity in tax laws9
To the Editor:
As we approach another
tax day-April 15, there are a
couple of bills pending in the
House of Representatives
whkh will be of interest to
many faculty members and1
students of Madison College.
Some 54 million Americans
are hit with' an income tax
penalty of up to 20 per cent
because they are single, or
because they are married
with both partners working.
The Committee of Single
Ta xpa > ers COST-has been

Noah's Ark Pets
and Plant Shop
* special order at no extra charge
* 10% off complete aquarium setups
* affordable prices
125 W. Water
New Store Hours
Sun. and Mon.-Closed
Sat- 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

flacquetball
equipment availible j
>fat
at

bS^VValley Sports
107 ^^^Center
E. Water St.^ T 434.6580

11 * U.S. 33

COIFFURES
LORREN
Beauty Salon
48 W. Elizabeth
Street
.,
434-7375

SAVE $113

ACE PRICE
$375°°
READY TO PLAY

BedKftfcice

Large Selection Of Salads And
Delicious Homemade Desserts
6-9PM

working for several years to
eliminate this inequity. To
accomplish this goal, Rep. Ed
Koch has again introduced HR
850 in the House Ways and
Means Committee.
Also pending in Ways and*
Means is HR 84, introduced by
, Rep. Herb Harris, which
would make a beginning
toward income tax equality
for renters, similar to what
has for - o long been available
to homeowners.
Anyone interested in more
information about these bills
is urged to send < long, selfaddressed stamped envelope
to me at the address below,
mentioning that this letter
was read in the Madison
College Breeze.
Lee Spencer
Box 4330
Arlington. Virginia_222Q4,

Super Cuts
For
Beautiful
People

Tues. and Wed.-io a.m.-6 p.m.
Thurs. and Fri.-19 a.m.-K p.m.

also

Sherat«nnn
HaiTisonburg

group on campus, please write
Box 2077 or just think about
the idea. There will probably
be an organizational meeting
soon; it won't cost $30.00, it
will be free.
If you care about your role,
status, life and impact,
become an activist ana advocate for your own rights.
Being a woman is a beautiful
gift, not a subservient role.
Mary A. Leary

System Special

iCTRIC

26 rVuut Hill Rd.
Harruonburg. 434-4722
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SGA 'Student Buying Power' program fails
Only one local merchant interested in plan
Bv

BARBARA
BURCH
Efforts of a New York
marketing firm to solicit
student discounts from area
merchants as a Student
Government
Association
(SGA) project have failed,
according to SGA president
Mike
Anestos.
L & B Marketing Sales of
Bayside. NY. approached the
SGA last fall with a "Student
Buying Power" program,
which the SGA suspended
approval of pending further
investigation March 22.
However, a representative
of the firm, Al Silverstein,
solicited support for the
program from local merchants wjth little success last
week, Anestos said in a March
29
SGA
meeting.
The program entailed local

ICE CREAM FACTORY I
Specializing in Superb
IcTcreamand FiSE
Fudge^ »j
iMon-Sat 10-11 Sunday 4-ill
L^Lream^and

'located behind McDonalds !

merchants paying to advertise on the back of a
"Student Buying Power" card
which would be free to
students, faculty and staff and
at no cost to the SGA.
Only one business, Whitesel
Music, showed any interest in
the program, Anestos said,
so Silverstein was unable to
provide Madison with cards.
A letter from
Anestos
was sent with Silverstein,
stating that Silverstein was
working with the support of
the
SGA.
The administration would
not support the program,
Anestos said, because they
believed that it would not
affect faculty and staff, and
therefore was solely a student
government project.
Objection was raised by
Joe Paxton (off campus) to
Anestos' sending the L & B
representative to local
merchants
before the senate
tad approved ^ project
However, Anestos said that
he did not think that his actions were out of line, because
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It's Harrisonburg's Most Unusual Stores
CLEWS FAIR
PRICE STORED
187 N MAIN ST.
WITH A COMPLETE
CAMERA SHOP
[Virginia

'■ is for
■Lovers

GLEN'S CIFT
CENTER
95 S. MAIN ST.
GIFTS OF DISTINCTION

Home Owned Stores With
Friendly People To Serve Fjpp
You And Solve Your Needs ^v*™
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Treasure

Hunt

the senate had informally
approved
the
idea.
In other SGA business,
Circle
K,
a
campus
organization, was given $75,
which will be repaid by April
29, 1977, according to Paul
Manning, finance committee
chairman.
The sum is half of the $150
with which they plan to buy
raffle prizes, according to
Chuck Berlin, president of
Circle K, who added that the
other $75 was being given by
the Harrisonburg Kiwanis
Club. A $500 profit goal has
been set for the raffle, he said.
Student services com-

mittee chairman Steve Butler
reported
that
a
preregistration plan has already
been made, and a computer
for pre-registration purchased, but that the plan will
probably not go into effect
until 1978, because of the time
involved in changing from the
present system to one of preregistration. It is hoped that
the process can be sped up,
Butler
added.
In response to a complaint
concerning the intramural
rules, Anestos said he spoke to
intramural director George
Toliver concerning the rule
prohibiting ex-varsity players,'

Budget requests made
(Continued from Page 1)
committee would "have
something to cut out," and the
SGA would probably not buy
one.
With the computer cut out
of the budget, the SGA budget
amounts to $27,753.40, and the
amount requested from SGA
funds becomes $171,757.40.
Undergraduate scholarships to be paid by SGA
amount to $7858.40, and include paying the executive
council, the judicial and ad-,
vocate coordinators, the print
shop and employment office
employees, the judicial
secretary, and the editor of
the calendar-handbook which
the SGA publishes each year.
Under the student loan
fund, $1,500 is allocated by
SGA for student loans.
Office equipment is expected to cost $350, and $180
was listed for the SGA
Bluestone subscription.
Other
charges
and

obligations to be paid by SGA
are the two Samuel P. Duke
Scholarships at $100 each.
The Breeze Publication
Board presented a $49,460 7778 budget, $24,000 of which is
requested from the SGA for
purchase of student subscriptions, and $1,500 for CPB
advertising.
The Breeze budget included
$29,760 for contractual services such as printing, $3,850
for supplies and materials,
$12,200 for undergraduate
scholarships, $1,000 for
equipment, $2,100 for a new
typesetting machine, and $550
for dues and subscriptions. .
The $25,500 requested from
SGA is a $3,000 increase over
last year's request of $22,500.
The
Bluestone
staff
requested $23,000 of its $45,000
budget from SGA, which is
less than last year's request of
$37,825.
_
The Bluestone budget in-

IGAZEBO
Book 5^T FailBestsellers including:
All The

President's Men

Slapstick

The Breeze

Treasure hunt
Clue four
Casey Jones,
riding down to Elkton,
Casey Jones, doing his very best;
Casey Jones,
looking for The Breeze key,
looked over his
left shoulder to the west.
Spenky's Oellcatessen
Ace Electric Co
Mario's Malrstyllno
Tht

HAS
BLOOMING
FOR EASTER
TULIPS. LILLIES. POCKET BOOK PLANTS, MUMS.
AZALEAS, and HYACINTHUS. ALSO AVAILABLE
TRUE SOAPS and WICKED WICK HANDLE.
25 E. Water St.
433-1421

Sleeping Murder

The Riizht and the Power

MUM

Service Stationers
Gtessner Jeweler*

This coupon good for

10% Discount
on your next cash,
charge or layaway
purchase

OFFER EXPIRES
APRIL 9.1977
COUPON GOOD
ONLY AT

m

Main St.-Court Square

JVST ARRIVED:

The Jewel Box
Blue Mountain Records
Nay's House of Fashion
Valley Sports
Roth Theatres
Gazebo
Whitesel Music
Galena

The Beauty Palece
Blue Ridge Tire Co.
David B Garber Jewelers
Gitcheils Camera Shop

from participating in intramural
sports.
Toliver has set up a
program, Anestos said, in
which ex-varsity players have
teams which play other intramural teams, but the
games are not official.
In other business, several
constitutional revisions were
passed.
A section of the constitution
dealing with senate meetings
was added, requiring that
they be conducted on a weekly
basis, with the exception of
holidays and reauiring that
two thirds of the senate
'Continued on Page It)

Gauchos, Wedge & Wrap Sandals,
Long Gowns, Fashion Slacks 5 Tops
Hati for Spring

,..P»^.?rA..ThHr?&r:ri^ra

chides $41,500 for contractual
services, most of which is for
printing; $2 500 for supplies
and materials; and $1,000 for
equipment, which includes a
new camera and two camera
lenses.
The Madison Sports Network, which broadcasts
Madison sporting events,
requested $7,890 from SGA.
For football broadcasting,
$990 was requested, with
$6,400 requested for basketball and $500 for baseball,
which will be broadcast this
spring for the first time.
The Chrysalis request of
$4,900 will not be approved
until the final product is
viewed, according to Paul
Manning, finance committee
chairman.
The Chrysalis budget includes $4,500 for printing, $462
for contractual services, and
$38 for supplies and materials.
The request by the Honor
Council for $1,405 is an increase from last year's
request of $1,155.99.
The Honor Council budget
includes $315 for contractual
services, including equipment
repairs,
travel,
communication, convention and
educational travel, and
printing and advertising.
Under
supplies
and
materials, $75 is designated
for food to be served at a
banquet for the Honor Council
at the end of the year, and $150
for office supplies.
Undergraduate scholarships amount to $815 for the
salaries of the coordinator and
two summer orientations
personnel. Part of the Honor
Council salaries are paid by
the student affairs office.
Fifty dollars is set aside for
equipment, to include an
electric stapler, a wall clock
and a typewriter stand.
The commuter students
committee requested $735, for
publication of Scooter's
Nooze,
the
commuter
newsletter, and for supplies
for the commuter students
office, as well as a $50 activities fund, to finance any
fund-raising the committee
should want to do next year.
Internal] council requested
$500, to go for homecoming
display competition prizes,
hall council president elections publicity, the "Almost
Anything Goes Competition,"
and the council's general
operating exi
These budgets which were
presented will be considered
by the finance committee, and
are subject to final approval
by the SGA senate. Final
decisions will not be made
until after the new executive
council is elected, Manning
said.
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Nursing program rejected
by state committee
nurses in this state, nurses
(Continued from Page 1)
will gravitate to the
not familiar with the Valley's
geographic areas where
health manpower needs, he
they're needed, Mundy said,
said.
"but they don't do it."
The study raised the
The Madison' program
question of whether the supply i\
of registered nurses will be in > would "simply" be large
enough to replace the nurses
balance with the demand in
who
had
been
getting
separate geographic regions,
diplomas at RMH, nursing
or
if
geographic
department head Gallagher
maldistribution of nurses
said.
exists in Virginia.
The students would be
Although
the
report
getting an arts and sciences
recognized the importance of
background and would be
this question, it stated that the
exposed to newer trends in
purpose of the study was to
college nursing programs,
address only the question
she said.
It's a "critical
"concerning the adequacy of
issue" to try to convince the
the future supply of registered
committee of the need for
nurses for. the state as a
such a program in the Valley,
whole."
according to Gallagher.
The committee overlooked
The college intends to
the maldistribution of nurses
appeal to the committee and
within the state, Carrier said,
SCHEV. but that action can't
adding that his belief that this
be taken until this summer.
area has a shortage of nurses
So even if the appeal is achas been verified by hospital
cepted, there is no way the
administrators, nursing
program could be established
homes and physicians.
by this September, the date
originally planned for its
A feasibility study, constart, she said.
ducted by Madison last fall,
Carrier said that he hopes
demonstrated the need for
the appeal is successful, but in
nurses in this area, acthe event that it is not, "we
cording
to
Mundy.
intend to use all of our inForty-nine questionnaires
fluence" to have the students
were sent to hospitals, nursing
now in pre-nursing here adhomes, special facilities and
mitted to other four-year
physicians from Winchester to
programs. He will also work
Roanoke Among the findings
with hospitals to gain
of the survey was that there
scholarships to insure a
were 66.8 budgeted full-time
equivalent positions for
supply of nurses for this
nurses that remain unfilled.
region, he said.
The positions weren't filled
Carrier said he was
because the employers
"distressed" that the comcouldn't find nurses in the
mittee considered this a new
area, Mundy said.
program, when "in essence"
There is a shortage of
nurses because RMH has
"dried up as a source of
nurses," as required by the
stipulations on the original
approval of the letter of intent,
Mundy said.
The survey also showed
that of the 410 nurses in the
Valley area, 236- had been
produced by the diploma
program
at
RMH.
The committee believes that,
with the over-all supply of

it is a replacement of one that
had already
been in
existence,
the
RMH
program.
Any
thoughts
about
"political reasons" behind the
committee's action would just
be "speculation," Mundy
said, but there is always the
possibility that the committee
would want to keep the total
supply of nurses down to
prevent the rate of nurses' pay
from falling due to an increased supply.

A SOLUTION TO THE PARKING PROBLEM
was suggested by this April Fool's gag-park

cars in Harrison Hall lobby.
Photo by Mark Thompson

New financial system implemented
Madison (by using the new
method)."
Merck said.
The University of Virginia,
already using the system, will
act as the liaison between
Madison and IAI and will
assist Madison in any
day- to-day problems it might
encounter, he said.
Madison, along with about
half of the Virginia schools,
will be converted to the
system by July of this year.
The other schools have until

Madison College is in the
process of converting to a new
financial system in the interest of uniformity of
recorde
according
to
assistant vice-president of
business affairs, William
Merck.
The Virginia comptroller
commissioned
Information
Associates, Inc. (IAD to
develop a system to be utilized
by alt state colleges and
universities. Forty-seven
other colleges are presently
using the same system.
"We'll be improving the
effectiveness and efficiency of
our accounting system
through greater utilization of
our computer system here at

July of next year.
"The
systems already using IAI are
really pleased with it," Merck
said.
Benefits of the system
include less manual work; a
more individually tailored
expenditure and revenue
classification plan that still
meets state requirements; a
more timely use of information and upgraded
reporting techniques Merck
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news briefs

Across
campuses
Worship at McDonald's
(CPS)--A university of Michigan anthropologist is
suggesting that McDonald's, far from being just
another greasy burger house, may in fact be an edifice
where latter-day American agnostics come to worship
"When we go in (to a McDonald's)," Conrad Phillip
Kottak observes, "our surroundings tell us that we are
in a sequestered place, somehow apart from the
variety, messiness and variability of the world outside
Uniform attire is worn by . . . the agents of McDonald's behind the counter — From the rolling hills
of Georgia to the snowy plains of Minnesota, with only
minor variations, the menu is located in the same
place, contains the same items, and has the same
prices.
"The neophyte customer who dares to ask 'What
kind of hamburgers do you have?' or 'What's a Big
Mac?" he concludes, "is as out of place and ridiculous
as a chimpanzee in a Roman Catholic Mass."

World kissing record broken

Students key blood donors
Madison help is often sought in shortages
By TOM JOYCE
Madison College students
are often the key to maintaining an adequate blood
supply
at
Rockingham
Memorial Hospital, according
to officials of its blood bank.
Janet Wescott, head of the
Rockingham
Memorial
Hospital Blood Bank, said that
when blood shortages occur,
the hospital must rely on the
community to replenish Che
supply-which usually results
in donors being recruited from
Madison as well as from local
factories.
Shortages in the hospital's,
blood supply are caused by a
variety of reasons.
For
example, the hospital's "free
will" donor system enables all
needy patients to receive
blood free of charge with the
voluntary understanding that
it will later be replaced by the
patient or by some member of
his family. However, this

system can create shortages,
as in those instances when an
elderly patient is unable to
replace the blood.
Another reason for shortages is that the hospital
serves
many
areas
surrounding Rockingham
County, such as Page County
and parts of West Virginia.
"It is difficult to get donors to
come in from distant areas,"
Wescott said.
When large amounts of
blood or a particular blood
type is needed, the blood
bank staff consults a computer printout of previous
donors and immediately
contacts those who might be
able to donate. If an acute
need exists, they can rely on
other hospitals for assistance.
Wanda Price, a registered
nurse who recruits donors,
said that Madison College
students have been "very
helpful" in times of need

(CPS)-An Indiana University, Penn. student put his
mouth to work recently in an attempt to raise money
for a buddy who broke his back falling from the roof of
his fraternity house.
»'
He kissed 3,125 women in eight hours, breaking the
previous Guinness-recorded world record of 3,000 His
comment: "This is the greatest day of my life."
One co-ed who paid an undisclosed amount for a kiss
"thought it was a terrific idea. All the kids were finally
working together to do something for someone."

Talking to self healthy
(CPS)-- Do you think you're crazy because you've
been talking to yourself lately?
According to a new book called "The Selves Inside
You (Exploration Institute) talking to yourself
correctly may enhance your control of your life as well
as your mental health.
The book's authors, Stewart B. Shapiro of the
University of California at Santa Barbara and James
LI hott of Berkeley, suggest that people identify and get
to know their inner voices and then act as moderators
in ensuing dialogues.
"This form of self-talk enables us to become accurate observers of ourselves and others, and to begin
taking charge of our transactions instead of merely
being victimized by them," claim the authors
They continue that "guided self-help talk can
distinguish between irrational self-toture coming
from old, out-worn and inappropriate morality versus
tne voices of one's ideals and constructive moral
standards."

Suicide and the press
(CPS)-David Phillips, UC-San Diego sociology
professor, is conducting a study which shows a
relationship between newspaper coverage of suicides
and the increase in the suicide rate.
"It seems that suicide stories.. covered on the inside
pages have no noticable effect on the nationwide
suicide rate...suicide stories covered on the front
pages do..."
Phillips added that it was not hist the deaths of
famous people which affect the suicide rate but also
some "very sleazy characters like labor racketeers
and gangsters" whose suicides are reported on the
front page which have an effect on the nationwide
suicide rate.

Students pro-management
<CPS-ZNS),-Remember all the 1960s brick
throwing, tear gassing, shouting, and general chaos of
students fighting for the right to be represented on
their college governing boards?
Well, a new government study, titled "Students and
Collective Bargaining," has come out with the surprising conclusion that students who are currently on
the boards of directors of their colleges tend to have a
pro-management bias.
The report shows that students who have participated in faculty school service negotiations appear
to have a "slight pro-management bias, because of
their concerns over tuition levels."
No doubt, this will come as unfortunate news to
some of the now-retired 1960's student activists.
However, the study indicates that on issues of class
• . 51?e,.a,n.d. f.*™M work load, student representatives i
feba"fo side with their professors"- * "**
^™

MADISON STUDENTS give blood at a recent blood drive held
in the campus center. Rockingham Memorial Hospital officials said that student response to emergency requests for
Mood is very good.

Photo by Morfc Thompson

"When we need blood, I call
(associate director of student
affairs) Bill Johnson, who
contacts students who have
donated previously," she said.
"The students always
respond quickly, and we have
no trouble filling the shortage."
For example, an October
request for blood donors
brought an
immediate
response from Madison
students-on the day of the
call, 18 student donors came to
the hospital, with several
others being turned away
because of the overwhelming
response.
Price has become quite
familiar with some of the
students
who
donate
regularly. She said most of
the student donors find that
giving blood to the hospital is
a rewarding experience
because it helps the community.
However, Price said, many
students donate blood at Red
Cross blood drives with the
belief that the blood goes
directly into the community,
when actually it may end up
miles away.
According to Price, blood
donation is a simple and safe
procedure. Upon arriving at
the blood bank, a prospective
donor is asked a few questions
concerning his medical
history.
Some reasons a donor
might be refused include a
blood donation made within
the
last
eight
weeks
medication being taken,
major surgery within the last
six months, recent illness,
previous blood disease, or
exposure
to contagious
diseases.
Donors must be between
the ages of 18 and 65 and must
weigh at least liopounds
The blood is stored in a
refrigerator until it is needed.
However, blood for human
transfusion cannot be kept
longer than 21 days, 'making
the need for fresh Mood
continuous. In instances when
the 21-day limit expires, the
blood can be used for
laboratory purposes.
Both Wescott and Price
expressed their appreciation
to Madison students and
encouraged anyone to call the
Blood Donor Room at 433-8311
if they desire to donate Wood.

AA UW a broadening experience
By THERESA BEALE
Membership
in
the
American Association for
University Women (AAUW) is
an "extremely valuable and
broadening experience,"
according to Dr. Crystal
Theodore, of the Madison art
department.
The AAUW is open to all
women who hold bachelor or
higher degrees from a
regionally accredited college
or university. Its members
are involved in national
politics as well as community
service, Theodore said.
Madison was accepted
into AAUW in 1952. About four
years ago college President
Ronald Carrier appointed
Theodore to be Madison's
corporate representative to
the national association.
work with' national' problems
where your vote really

counts," Theodore said of the
and the use of Virginia
AAUW's lobbying efforts.
gasoline taxes, Theodore said.
Ratification of the Equal
"AAUW is a good way to
Rights Amendment is the
know women who have
group's major goal this year.
similar interests," she said.
Theodore sees a difference
"It is a lovely, social, free and
between AAUW and the
easy way keep abreast of
women's liberation movement
events."
in that AAUW is interested in
The Virginia Division
many areas of change
Conference, to be held at
whereas she believes women's
Massanetta Springs April 15lib is "narrower in scope."
17, is open to any Madison
Every two years the AAUW
College senior women who
chooses three or four topics of
wish to attend. Workshops on
concern: The topics for 1977"Expanded Horizons for
79 are "Redefining the Goals
Women in Education, Science,
of Education," "The Politics
Business, Politics, The Arts,
of Food," and "Women As
and Volunteerism" will be.
Agents of Change."
held on Saturday.
Each local branch forms
Madison is anxious for its
study groups to research the
senior women to know the
topics and to present
opportunities and advantages
resolutions to the state
of AAUW, according to
legislature. Recent proposals
Theodore. Information about
i to the General Assembly have
a local AAUW branch may be,
'<!6ntfcYrte'd * pYtftftf dftMri*' ' •dbtafnea" Iri any chamber of
changes in legislative action
commerce.
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Advantages and problems of off-campus living
Apartment hunting long and frustrating
(Continued from Page 1)
for $155, and anywhere from $199 to
$219 at Park apartments, depending
upon the size of the apartment.
There is expected to be a rate increase of $10 before fall at Park.
While Squire Hill provides all
utilities except telephone and
television cable, and Park includes
all but telephone in their rental fees,
Holly Court includes only water,
sewer and trash pickup. The kitchen
is totally electric, but electricity and
all other utilities must be paid by the
tenant.
Two or more students can live
more
cheaply
than
one.
Two and three bedroom apartments run $300 and $365, respectively, at Squire Hill, $249 and $305 at
Park; and $200 and $230 at Holly
Court.
Shank apartments, located about
two miles south of campus, range
from $145 for a one bedroom to $225
for a three bedroom apartment.
There are no two bedroom apartments.
Water and sewer are included in
the rent for the one bedroom, and
the cost of gas heating is included as
well in the three bedroom.
A one-year lease is required, with
the option to go month-to-month
afterward.
Kitchen appliances are furnished,
and there are coin-operated laundromats on the premises.
Vacancies are most frequent
during the summer months.
Chew apartments, located near
Hillandale Park, have only two

bedroom apartments that range
from $175 to $200 a month, utilities
not included.
The least expensive apartments,
and probably the most likely to have
vacancies, is Harris Gardens
apartments, about 3 miles north of
Madison on route 11.
Harris Gardens is a project of the
Department of Housing and Urban
Development, and rents are based
on income, beyond a certain base
figure.
If 25 per cent of a one-bedroom
tenant's salary exceeds$167, then he
would pay rent equivalent to 25 per
cent of nis salary. If that percentage
of his salary does not exceed that
base figure, then $167 would be his
monthly rent.
Two bedrooms start at $177, and
three bedrooms at $190. All utilities
are included except phone and
cable.
All apartment complexes contacted required a one-year lease,
with some allowing month-to-month
leases at the end of that period.
None of the contacted apartments
are furnished, but all include kitchen appliances and some include
carpeting and drapes.
All have laundry facilities within
the complex, and Squire Hill and
Chew apartments reported having
machines in each apartment.
I f a student is not successful in
finding an apartment in one of the
major modern complexes and must
look elsewhere, there are several
leads
to
be
followed.
The two most likely sources of

housing information are the
classifieds in the newspaper and the
off-campus housing bulletin board in
Alumnae
Hall.
Every year the Office of
Residence Halls and Commuting
Student Services compiles a
mimeographed sheet of people and
places that rent to students.
The office is publishing an offcampus housing guide for the first
time. Expected tc be ready for
distribution in two or three weeks,

Once located it's cheaper
(Continued from Page 1>
been announced yet, according to
William Merck, assistant vice
president for business affairs.
Of course, the amount of rent and
utilities an off-campus student pays
depends upon the size and location of
the house or apartment he rents, as
well as the number of people he
sharesitwith.
About two thirds of the commuters surveyed had to sign a lease.
Almost all leases were for one year,
although one student had a semester
lease and another's lease was for
nine months. Two students had
month-to-month leases.
Resident students must sign a
housing contract with the school that
is binding for one academic year,
unless the student leaves the area to
student teach, graduates early, or
withdraws from the college.

'Student Buying Power' fails
(Continued from Page 7)
membership be present to
constitute
a
quorum.
Previously,
no
such
stipulations were made in the
constitution.
Under the section dealing
with advisers, the constitution
was amended to read that
faculty advisers to the SGA be
selected by the second senate
meeting of the academic year.
No time limit had been
required by the constitution
before,.
All references to graduate
students were deleted,
because graduate students no
longer pay activity fees, and
are therefore not eligible for
SGA
membership.
In the section dealing with
the commuter student committee, the entire section was
changed to read that the
chairman of the committee
would be elected in the spring
and serve a term beginning
one week after his election
until the next chairman takes
office.

Previously,
no
arrangements for the election
of a chairman were made.
The election of the committee itself was designated to
be the duty of the chairman
and the off-campus senators
who are required to elect nine
off-campus students, with the
first vice-president of the SGA
serving as an ex-officio.
The committee is now
required to "study and resolve
the problems relating to off
campus students," whereas
before it was only required to
report on them to the SGA.

Under the section of the
constitution dealing with
salaries,
the
SGA
parlimentarian was given an
annual salary equivalent to a
five-hour work scholarship, a
raise from the $250 yearly fee
he previously received.

HUGHES' PHARMACY
1021 South Main Street
DIAL 434-8650
PRESCRIPTIONS ■ FILM
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CANDIES - GREETING CARDS
TM

BIIIC
B-l-C Multiple Play Manual Turntables

940 Changer
Shure M91-E Cartridge
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FuUv Auto

Walnut Base
Du§t Cover
Reg $199

i ACE PRICE

$12500

26 Pleasant Hfll Rd. Harrisonburg 434-4722
FlMBdaa, SMiie*. IMa* « Gntt AC* Dbcont MM!

the guide will list housing,
restaurants,
places of entertainment, lease information and
other items, primarily for new
commuters, according to assistant
director of housing Linwood Rose.
The guides may be picked up
in Alumnae lOlor by sending a letter
to the Office of Residence Halls and
Commuter Student Services.Next
year, the guides are expected to be
sent out with acceptance letters to
new
students;
Rose
said.

BC

On-campus students are not
charged room or board for those
periods when school is not in session,
such as Spring Break or semester
break. Students living off-campus
must continue to pay rent during
such
periods.
Most students surveyed had no
complaints about their landlords. A
few students said parking space
where they lived was insufficient
and others said their landlord did
not repair things quickly enough.
About one third of the commuters
surveyed said they had had trouble
finding a place to live. The housing
board in Alumnae Hall was the only
assistance the college offered, one
student
said.
To make it easier for commuters
to find housing, several students
suggested that the college maintain
an up-to-date listing' of available
apartments and houses.

Authorized
agent for all major airliaes,
steamship lines, train and tour companies

travel counsellors. Inc.
Call us for all your travel needs
1774 S. Main St. Harrisonburg,
434-1796
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Bluegrass Benefit provides 'triple helping'
'All ages, all professions
view unusual concert9

HANKEY MOUNTAIN EXPRESS, a local
Bluegrass band performs In Saturday's

Bluegrass Benefit, held in Wilson Hall and
sponsored by WMRA.
Photo by Dave Garland

Wanda June9 well received;
experiment returns to theatre9
46

—

By ROGER WELLS
"Happy Birthday, Wanda
June." a self-styled contest
"between men who enjoy
killing and those who don't"
played
to
enthusiastic
audiences this past weekend
and brought experiment back
to the Wampler Experimental
Theatre.
- Under the co-direction of
William Bartlett and Alan
Rosenberg, Kurt Vonnegut
Jr.'s play was appropriately
transformed into a dramatic
spectacle of an intellectual
prize-fight featuring three
rounds-instead of act-and
concession vendors barking
their wares.
The
innovation,
suggested by set designer Phil
Grayson, was complemented
by Grayson's set, open to the
audience on two of four sides.
Originally conceived as an
arena boxing ring, two walls
were constructed, allowing
several sight gags with doors
as well as a more realistic
approach
to - audience

suspension of disbelief.
The
story
concerns
Penelope Ryan, a woman
whose husband, a macho
killer and now big game
hunter, has been missing in
Africa for many years and is
presumed dead. She becomes
engaged to a pacifist Or. Norbert Woodley, even while
dating the pseudo-macho
vacuum cleaner salesman
Herb Shuttle.
The conflict is precipitated
by the return of her husband
Harold Ryan with his good
friend, Col. Looseleaf Harper,
the man who bombed
Nagasaki.
The story is not developed
completely linearly, however,
as Vonnegut, typical to his
form,
interjects
other
characters-this time in
heaven. Young Wanda June,
killed by a drunk driver on her
birthday, speaks from heaven
to talk about shuffleboard.
To be sure, it is hard to take
Vonnegut's play seriously.
And there's the rub. As the

program notes
indicate,
Vonnegut makes his point
with humor, indeed with
slapstick.
But it is humor that must be
auestioned in order to elicit
le author's purpose. It is
only when one asks "\^hy am I
laughing at this?" that the
play's many points becomes
clear. Vonnegut exploits
foibles, and whittles away the
shallow underpinning of
conventional
beliefs.
Therein lies one of the two
significant problems with an
(Continued on Page 12)

By DWAYNE YANCEY
It wasn't a typical concert
crowd in Wilson Hall Saturday
night. Madison College
students predominated, to be'
sure, but there was a liberal
sprinkling of townspeople,
ranging in age from 6 to 60, in
profession from attorneys to
farmers.
Even with the wide
assortment of the audience,
they all had one thing in
common a love for bluegrassand they got a triple helping at
the "Bluegrass Benefit" for
WMRA's
"Country Afternoon."
The show was a relaxed
and informal get-together of
three local bluegrass groups
where mistakes were laughed
off and the hot licks relished
by both audience and fellow
musicians.
Upright Grass
from
Harrisonburg opened the
evening with Justin Stroop's
banjo racing out in fro n t and
Barry Blosser's upright bass
thumping along underneath in
the characteristic bluegrass
fashion. Bill Randel's dobro
whined in the background and
Benny Whetzel strummed
along
on the guitar.
They overcame technical
problems in the first selections that were shot through
with feedback and soon
warmed up the audience on
the
old
favorites.
It was "Georgia Rose" that
set the crowd whooping with
its solemn, harmonized introduction of "way down in
the Blue Ridge Mountains..'."
"Sounds like that party last
night," quipped Blosser as the
notes hung heavy above the
shouts. He then plunked out a
quick bass pattern that sent
Stroop's banjo charging off
again.
There were the obligatory
instrumentals which

s p o t 1 i g h t e d
Randell's wailing dobro and. of
course, no bluegrass group
would be complete if it didn't
know at least one moonshine
and
one prison song.
With its country twang and
upbeat rhythm, bluegrass
seems to laugh off the troubles
of the world. On "Hand Me
Down My Walking Cane",
Upright Grass sang of an
inmate who lamented only
that "the beans are tough and
the meat is fat, now you can't
beat that."
An impromptu ensemble
joined Spike and Valley Mae,
who have been playing
bluegrass up and down the
Shenandoah Valley for as long
as anyone can remember.
Spike Stroop and his wife
were augumented by old
hands Eddie Michael (fiddle)
and "Two Gun Terry"
(mandolin, fiddle) plus
Spike's son Justin and Barry
Blosser, both of whom had
just finished playing with
Upright
Grass.
Their was "old timey
bluegrass," a slower and
more serious antecedent of
the more familiar style. Even
so, it didn't prevent Michael
from being a real crowd
pleaser as he leaned back and
sawed away on his fiddle.
Their set was brief and
quite unrehearsed although
there were some fine moments
when Michael and "Two
Gun," a former state
champion mandolin player,'
teamed on the fiddle.
Valley Mae kicked off her
shoes on the last number,
"Golden SUppers" and danced
"the old mountain flat foot"
around the musicians.
The Hanky Mountain
Express from Staunton
bounded on stage amid wild
cheers that witnessed to their
(Continued on Page 12)

Oratorio Chorus features
Haydii's 'The Creation9
In their second performance of a large work this
year, the Madison Oratorio
Chorus will present "The
Creation" by Joseph Haydn
on, April 7 at 8 p.m.
"The
Creation,"
an
oratorio based on Biblical
accounts of the beginning of
time, is especially appropriate for this time of year,
when the cycle of the seasons
begins again, said Dr. Gordon
Ohlsson, director of the
Oratorio
Chorus.
Thursday night's per-

formance will feature the
chorus, consisting of 130
voices, and 16 student soloists.
Membership in the chorus is
open to all students with an
interest in singing.
The
majority, of the members of
the Oratorio Chorus are not
music
majors.
Thursday's
presentation
will be accompanied by Mary
Ohlsson, pianist, and Richard
McPherson,
organist.
Ohlsson is planning the
performance of two more
oratorios for next year.

HAROLD RYAN, played by Rich Travis,
relates his war experiences to his son Paul,

And! Evans, while crawling on the floor la a
scene from "Happy Birthday. Wanda June."
Photo by Mark Thompson

«r
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'Circus a world of own customs, traditions
Bv
TONY
GRK1NER
The Wallendas. Clyde
Beatty. Lillian Leitzel. the
Great Zacchini, Emmett
Kelly. TitoGaona, Gunther
Gabel-Williams. The
Ringmasters have shouted
these names to the public for
over 100 years. Some are gone
now, others are in the prime of
their careers. All will be
remembered.
The names above, and
countless others, all have one
thing in common: they are
rooted in the American circus.
The world of the circus is
an amazing and different
world compared to the one
known by the "townies." It is
a world that has its own
customs and traditions, a

world that sees as many
dawns as sunsets, a world
with its own language-words
like "gilly," "donniker,"'
"spec." and "strawhouse."
Another development was
the advent of horse shows,
which were an outgrowth of
riding schools. These shows
soon began picking up other
acts-wire walkers, jugglers
The circus had
its
American origins in 1716, with
the advent of traveling
"menageries." The first lion
to arrive in this country made
its appearance that year, with
other exotic animals making
their appearnace in successive years. The elephant
delayed its arrival until 17%.

and clowns- and in 1820 the
"Buckley and Weeks" outfit
became the first circus to hit
the
road
Circuses have traveled in
every imaginable way since
then. Wagons, ships, trucks,
railroad, and even,, on occasion, by airplane. They
have played in the open air, in
buildings, and under canvas.
The quality of the performances have ranged from
poor to outstanding, but it has
always been the circus, and it
has made its mark on
America.
Dan Rice was a clown and
circus owner in the 1850s, and
he achieved immortality by
being the model for a cartoon

by Thomas Nast. The cartoon
featured a gentleman in
rather odd dress, who later
became the metaphor for a
country--Uncle Sam.
* The circus has also been
part of another American
trait-inventiveness. Along
with hundreds of inventions
directly associated with the
circus, they have also been
responsible for such innovations as piggy-back
transport of truck on railroad
cars and powdered drink
mijoes.
From the horse-drawn
transport of Dan Rice to the
giant railshows of Barnum
and Bailey to the truck show
of today, the circus has
remained mobile.

"Wanda June' returns theatre experiment'
(Continued from Page ID
otherwise exceptional
production.
Too often, the performers
seem to have played for the
immediate laugh rather than
exercised restraint and thus
better prepared the audience
for the final scene in which

'Bluegrass
not typical9
(Continued from Page ID
reputation as one oi the area's
foremost bluegrass outfits.
They
clowned
unmercifully, but when the time
came to play there was no
stopping them. The songs
were fast and in rapid succession, with a distinct aura of
professionalism that escaped
the previous groups. The
Express even seemed to break
strings with precision
Tommy Oliver never
missed chance to demonstrate
his prowess on the banjo and
for all their joking, Greg
Richardson (mandolin) and
Charlie Rank in (guitar) kept
the Express tight and on time.
They veered away from
traditional bluegrass several
times to include the Band's
"TheWeight "and"Panama
Red" of New Rider's fame.
Even bassist Jeff Palmer
played an electric, rather than
a cumbersome upright.
Like all good musicians,
however, they remembered
their roots with '"Salty
Dog ", a classic bluegrass
song that is as old as the hills.
That, and their encore
"Chicken ", received enthusiastic approval from the
audience, which suprisingly,
numbered close to 500.
It wasn't a typical concert
crowd but then it wasn't a
t y p 1 c*a 1 concert.

Holy Week
It's the week before Easter
and the C.C.M. is sponsoring
many services and activities
for all Madison College
students.
Wednesday, at 6 p.m. there
will be a prayer discussion
meeting on "The Holy Spirit"
in Jackson 101.
Holy Thursday there will be
a Mass in WCC room D at 7
Friday in the South
Ballroom will be a Good
Friday Service at 4 p.m.
Sunday there will be a
celebration ■ ef 'ttw -Basrvr'
Mass at 11:30 a.m. in the WCC
Ballroom.

Vonnegut carries ideas to
their inevitable conclusions.
For example. Bob Finnell
as Woodley from the very
beginning played a character
hard to believe. Despite some
well-sounding ideas, Woodley
seemed a man of cliche and
capriciousness, an ineffectual
person to be taken with a
grain of salt, if taken at all.
all.
•- Thus, it was no surprise
that he should be cowering on
his knees in the final scene,
willing to renounce what he
had said. Vonnegut's writing,
albeit sloppy and ostensibly
heavy-handed, frequently
employs a subtlety that is too
often overlooked. ■ In this
performance, the superficial
Woodley was exposed as a

fraud too early for the concluding scene to sound
credible.
The only other major
problem was the first act, or
round, which dragged so bad
that I thought the cast was
trying to dig a canal to Kosh
Osh.
But after the obligatory,
introductory act-in this case,
confusing and sluggard-the
cast settled down to an excellent show.
Rich Travis, as Ryan, was
superb. He brought an interpretation to the part that
was logically consistent in its
unfolding. He did not become
the despicable, Neitzchean
animal to soon, nor did he
remain the amiable rogue too
late.

Likewise, Steve Clark
rendered a virtually flawless
performance as Col. Harper.
If his rejection of Ryan's
philosphy was abrupt, it
seems to be Vonnegut's fault,
not Clark's.
Altogether the cast of nine
performers maintained a
consistent
high
quality. Their ability to interact with the audience
supplemented a show that
would have hit the mark
regardless.

The mystique of the oneday stand has become a part
of
America's
folklore.
The sideshow barkers still
use the old lines in their bally:
"Yesterday this was just a
ballfield, today its's a world of
fantasy, and tomorrow it'll
just be a ballfield again. All
that will be left of the wonders
that were here tonight will be
popcorn sacks and wagon
tracks, 'cause we are leaving
with the sun in the morning.
So this is your only chance,
see it now or miss it forever."
With or without all of its
romantic trappings, the circus
would not be the circus except
for what happens inside, and
that's entertainment.
It begins, as always, with
the band, playine the overture
with a speed and volume that
is hard to describe. Then the
performers come on in a
dizzying array. Jugglers,
acrobats, wire-walkers,
equestrians, aerialists and
dare-devils, all dazzling in
their skill and daring.
The two hours pass as two
minutes, and you leave with a
star in your eye and a lump in
your throat. You have been
into a world that has no right
to be there, temporarily
transported into it, and gently
returned to your own.
There is nothing else like it
on
earth.
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'Student government effectiveness limited'
(Continued from Page 4)
The senate rarely agrees,
except on matters of relative
insignificance, like the fact
that all the clocks on campus
are not synchronized.
Although presentation of all
sides of an argument is important, senate debate is
often long-winded and
redundant!
Parliamentary procedure
is often abused and senators
find themselves taking votes
on whether or not to take a
vote, and voting on resolutions
hastily so that the meeting
may be moved closer to adjournment.
At one recent senate
meeting, the senators voted to
adjourn before they had
completed all the business for
that meeting.
Although much of what it
wants to do lacks support of
*he . administrtion
and

students, the SGA is often a
victim of itseh\
After SGA was warned
weeks in advance that their
help would be needed to clean
up after a party held at the
Auto Auction Febll, only five
SGA members stayed to clean
the facility.
The negligence of those
who did not stay to clean up
nearly caused the termination
of the contract between
Madison College and the Auto
Auction, one of the few
facilities available for student
parties.
The reasons for the clean
up failure have been cited
many times. The significant
point is, even if there was not
enough equipment to clean the
facility, no senator who didn't
stay knew that; they
simply did not stay.
One SGA officer has been

quoted as saying that the
administration feels the
purpose of SGA is "not to rock
the boat." The incident at the
Auto Auction did just that, and
the administration did not like
it. to the point of President
Ronald Carrier criticizing
Anestos in a College Council
meeting.
Still, no matter how
competent student leaders
are, there will never be kegs
at Madison College or James
Madison University until

li'nnllmiiJ
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(Continued from
Page It
3)
they imply are the point in his
discussion.
The
ideal
teacher
postulated here facilitates
learning in his students. He is
concerned with a process
which occurs totally outside of
himself. There can be no play
without an actor, but there
can be learning without a
facilitator.
(An
infant
touching a hot stove "learns"
not to repeat the action,
whether anyone verbalized
the lesson or not.)
The actor, on the other
hand is charged with creating
an effect in his audience by
means of an imitation of
conflict, a communication,
which he must create. The
teacher facilitates communication
within ■ his
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students; the actor is, himself
Uje communicator.
The goals of the practitioner are not necessarily
the same as, or even compatible with, the goals of the
teacher. The ideal practitioner arouses and maintains his own maximum
ability to create; the ideal
teacher-facilitator arouses
and maintains a situation in
which others can create
maximally.
The practitioner-actor may
derive information which will
be useful to him by talking
over what is good and bad in
the work of fellow practitioners, i.e., by engaging in
intra-cast gossiping.
The teacher-actor must
often hold his tongue and
evaluate student efforts only

Enjoy EASTER
at

HADETREE
GLASS
SHOP
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every other one since the
sixties ended, is relegated to
the "coffee and doughnut"
business, allocating small
sums of money to other
campus organizations for use
on non-SGA projects which no
one connects to SGA.
The SGA, in spite of itself
and everyone else, will never
have much more of a purpose
than to avoid rocking the
administrative boat and to
serve as a showcase for
prospective Madison students.

Student needs must come first

Appointment 434-1617

featuring:
&

conditions which the SGA has
no control over are changed.
Most problems students
face today, in fact, are out of
the realm of student government action. The SGA cannot
find students jobs, or help
them cope with increasing
responsibilities.
No vote taken by any
student government in the
world is going to stop poverty,
terrorism or inflation
Consequently,
student
government this year, as in
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at such a time and in such a
way that he will be facilitating
better work on the part of his
pupils.
The practicioner-actor has
the right to protect his
professional interests, to
defend against a performing
failure which may adversely
affect his future ability to get
employment.
The teacher-actor must put
the work of his students ahead
of his own. He cannot operate
defensively.
' Theatre instructors may
well be practicioners of a high
order. They are hired and
paid, however, as teachers of
artistic practice.
Whatever theories and
procedures they agree upon
should be directed, first and
foremost, towards the goal of
the best teaching, as opposed
to the best art, possible.
When and if the two ends
call for the same means, we
should be thankful; when and
if the two ends require different, and even on rare occasions, mutually exclusive,
means, we should accept our
responsibilities.
Distinctions between the
goals of the professional
theatre practicioner and the
professional theatre educator
are essential.
The differentiations in this
article are offered in an at'
tempt to clarify the role of the
teacher of theatre practice,
including the teacher of acting, on the campus,
Editor's note: Dr. Arthur is
head of the theatre area.
Department
of
Communication Arts.
The Breecc is planning to
regularly fearaVe "Lectures in
print" in order to acquaint
readers with a variety of
academic disciplines and
provide a basis for intellectual
discussion.
This section, opei to
faculty, students and staff,
will
present
scholarly
treatment on select topics for
the mass confmunication
audience.
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Dukes lose first home game to Rhode Island
Bv PAUL MCTABLANE
' Head baseball coach Brad
Babcock had a simple explanation for his team's first
home loss of the season
against the University of
Rhode Island Saturday
•"They scored more runs
than we did." he said. "They
scored five times and we
didn't score any."
Now that's simple enough
But the explanation needed
elaboration.
"They played well and we
played terribly." he added.
•We only had three hits and
they were all infield hits. A

good team came in here and
played well."
Rhode Island hasn't played
many games this year. In
fact, following the 5-0 win. the
Dukes took the second game
of the doubleheader. 6-2.
which evened Rhode Island's
record at 1-1.
"It's the most unbelievable"
spring I've ever seen." said
RI head coach John Morris
it's been cold and miserable.
We've only played on our
game field three times."
Most of the team's practices have been held in the
school's gym. Norris said, and

the doubleheader Saturday
was the first opponent RI has
faced The only other game
situations they've had were
intrasquad games, said
Norris
The snow and ice cover in
Rhode Island has made it
impossible to play outside too
often
"The field is messy as
hell." added Norris. "And we
can't do a damn thing with it."
Saturday's doubleheader
opened a three-day. five game
series between the two teams.
Madison bombarded Rhode
Island. 15-1. in the first game

Sunday, but RI recovered in
the second to win. 3-1
The Dukes pounded 17 hits
in their win while Jeff Moore
and Jim Woodson combined
for a two-hitter. Joe Bono and
Todd Winterfeldt each drove
in three runs and Mike
LaCasse added two more
RBIs
In the second game,
however. Philip DuPont and
Steve Chadwick teamed to
throw a four-hitter at the
Dukes.
Playing five games in three
days isn't very common, but

both coaches felt it was a good
idea
"Brad (Babcock) wants to
play and so do I. "Norris
explained. "What's the sense
of traveling this far to sit
around."
The fifth game of the series
was scheduled for Monday
afternoon.
Pitcher John Bannon held
the Dukes scoreless, allowing
just two hits, in his five-inning
stint in Saturday's opener.
Rick Mundy finished the final
two. giving up the other infield
single.
Jeff Cempre beat out a
grounder for a lead off single
in the first and Jim Barbe
bounced a ball between third
and snort for the only other
Madison hits.
While the Dukess' bats
were as cold as the Rhode
Island frost, the RI bats
collected 10 hits. They had a
baserunner in six of the seven
innings and knocked Tim
Semones out of the box in the
fifth.
But the damage was

'We were all
standing
around'

MADISON'S MIKE NAFF catches Rhode Island's John Avento
looking at this third strike in the first game of Saturday's
doubleheader. Naff's efforts, though, were futile as the Dukes

lost. 5-0. but came back to win the second game. 6-2. The two
teams paired off again on Sunday, and again, they split the
doubleheader.
Photo by Mark Thompson

completed in the third when
RI scored four runs on three
hits, and hit the ball out of the
infield just once. They added a
run in the fifth on three hits to
complete their scoring.
Centerfielder Todd Winterfeldt. who had one of
Madison's, three hits, felt his
team wasn't prepared to play,
but added that Bannon was a
tough pitcher.
"We were all standing
around before the game
waiting for it to rain so we
could go home." the junior
admitted. "We just weren't
ready. Their first pitcher's
(Continued on Page I 7)
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'You have to make a few jokes, preach a little
By BOB MORGAN
How do you promote the world's most
famous basketball team?
Would you give it the hard sell, buy some ads
in the local newspaper and record a few radio
spots?
Yes that's part of it, but if you're Tex
Harrison of the Harlem Globetrotters, you take
it a little farther.
"You have to tell a few storys, make a few
jokes and preach a little," Harrison, a veteran
of 23 years in the Globetrotter organization,
said.
Harrison, who was recently in Harrisonburg
to promote (what else) the Globetrotters upcoming appearance at Madison College's
Godwin Hall this Thursday, isn't y our typical
advance man.
"I guess I look at myself differently from
what most advance people do," Harrison said.
"I prefer to describe myself as disciple of
basketball... I prefer to liken myself to the
Globetrotters in the same manner you would
think of Billy Graham to evangelism."
Harrison has a point. Like Graham.
Harrison and the Globetrotters have made
appearances all over the world and the only
difference between the two is the message.
While Graham leans toward die spiritual, the
Globetrotters are strictly comedians on the
court i'
"Our'sxis designed to be a fun show, there's

now doubt about that," Harrison, who retired
as a player three years ago after 20 years as a
member of the famous ore-game passing
circle, said. "We've played before all types of
audiences and on all types of courts, but in
every case the message was still the same —
fun and games."
When Harrison says the Globetrotters have
played in unusual places believe him.
"You knowthere are a lot of people that think
our game on the deck of an aircraft carrier was
very unusual. That one doesn't come close to
the one I remember as the most unusual,"
Harrison said. "This one was back before the
days of television and Wide World of Sports.
"We were playing in the Philippines. We
were supposed to have a day off — one of those
rare ones — but Mr. (Abe) Saperstein
arranged for us to play at a jungle hospital. A
sort of benefit The jungle hospital turned out
to be a leper colony."
"We played on a dirt court surrounded by a
chicken wire fence. That was back when they
though lepersy was so contagious. About
halfway through the game Meadowlark
(Lemon) started scratching and carrying on.
The crowd loved it. They thought it was a put
on, but Meadowlark swore that it wasn't. We
were nervous before the game, but once
Meadowlark starting scratchin' all we wanted
to do was get finished."
This year the Globetrotters will be returning

to the Far East and even though the Leper
Colony vividly remember from that trip back
in 1957 isn't on the agenda, another site has
been added that Harrison feels all the
Globetrotters will remember.
"We are going to play in Red China,"
Harrison said with a hint of pride in his voice.
"It took a couple years and a lot of work by the
State Department, but we are going. Up until
now that was the only major country we had
never played in — mainland China."
But before the Globetrotters make the more
exotic trips they must finish the stateside tour.
The one that will bring them to Harrisonburg.
The Globetrotters, which have two touring
groups, will bring what Harrison terms the
"first unit" to Godwin Hall.
"They are the best, the No. 1 Globetrotter
team." Harrison says in true promotion
fashion.
Leading the team will be Meadowlark.
aknowleaked as the "Clown Prince of
Basketball, dribbling specialist Curly Neal and
Jackie Jackson. The group will also have two
seven-footers and Jerry Venerable, a Virginia
native who is in his .... ifcear with the first
unit after seven on the European tour.
"There are usually new people, new face*
each year." Harrison said. "But some things
don't change."
He's right. The Globetrotter message of fun
and eames always remains the same.

;*
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Madison fencers finish 26th in nation
San Jose St. claims
third national crown
By RON HARTLAUB
The Madison women's fencing team
experienced a disappointing season finale,
as it placed 26th in the National Intercollegiate
Women's
Fencing
Association (NIWFA) championships
hosted this past weekend in Godwin Hall.
The 29-team tournament was
dominated by San Jose State University,
which won the title for the third consecutive year. San Jose won 109 of 112
bouts during the team competition
Thursday and Friday, and claimed the top
three positions in the individual competition on Saturday. Cornell and Penn
State both won 97 bouts during the tournament, but Cornell finished second by
scoring on more 'touches' overall.
Madison, who had already won the state
championship, was victorious in a total of
28 bouts. Madison fared better than did
the two other state representatives, the
University of Virginia and Longwood
College, which placed 28th and 29th,
respectively. Madison also did not qualify
any fencers for the individual playoffs.
Robin Lee led Madison in victories,
winning 13 of her 28 bouts. Madison will be
losing Glenda Kohlhafer, Carrolet Taylor
and Lee to graduation after this year. The
trio holds the top three positions on
Madison's roster.

*
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Softball playoffs to begin for final 32 teams
By DENNIS SMITH
The ' meirs intramural
softball playoffs started
Sunday, with 32 teams
remaining in contention for
the championship.
Upper
Championship
league winner Logan, undefeated in five games, is one
of the favorites to take the
title
In the team's last victory
over Shorts IV. 7-4.
the
defense was the key to the
game. However. Logan
captain Ralph Edwards feels
the team's ability to adapt to
the type of game being played
is the most important facet of
his team's performance.
"It's not going to be easy
for anyone to win the championship," said Edwards.
"But if we play up to our
capibilities, we should at least •
make it to the semifinals."
Challenging Logan will be
Lower Championship league
first place finisher AXP A
league champion Cuckoo's
Nest and A league runner-up
Turkey-Jerks.
AXP finished with a 4-1
mark, edging TKE and
Ikenberry A, who both
finished with 3-2 records.
AXP's strong point is its
consistant, well balanced
game.
Speed is the key for

Lacrosse
ups record

<«7*

By SARAH STRADER
The
Madison
College
women's lacrosse team has
advanced its record to 4-0 by
defeating Towson State, 13-7
Tuesday.
Kate Tunnell is presently
team high scorer with 18. She
has scored seven times
against Piedmont and six
times in the Towson game.
"It is the intricate teamwork and passing-off the ball
that has made us successful,"
said Tunnell. "Although I
may score the most in a few
games, everyone on attack is
making points and that's what
counts."
Team co-captain Terry
Prodehl is second in scoring
with 15 goals.
"What we're looking to do
is play good lacrosse." "You
can't win without playing
good. So far we have been
showing great ability. I enjoy
the more competitive games
because we work the hardest."
The team is stronger than
in the past because the entire
attack is coming in to score. If
a team has to rely on the
samefew to make the goals,
explained coach Janet Luce,
the opposnent's defense can
(Continued on Page 17)
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Short's IV finished with a 41 record in the Upper
Championship league and
placed second behind Logan.
The team has an impressive
offensive game, and has the
ability to beat any team.
Concerning his team's
chances of winning the title,
Cross said, "If we get psyched
up for these games, we'll do
well."
Kappa Sigma and Big
Train of B league both have
strong defenses, but must

Cuckoo's Nest. However, the
team must break out of its
hitting slump, which, as of
late, has hampered the team
success.
"If our hitting picks up.
we'll be in good shape in the
playoffs." said Cuckoo's Nest
coach John Talamo
The Turkey Jerks have
used a strong hitting game to
finish with a 4-1 mark
However, captain Jeff Cross
feels that the team's fielding
is also important to the team's
winning.

correct their inconsistent
offenses to pose a threat for
the championship.
The C league champion
Irregular have shown a strong
defense with the play of
second baseman Mike Cary
and outfielder Lou Hut
chenson.
"Man for man we can stand
up with any team," said
Irregular captain Bill White.
"If we don't take any team too
lightly, we can go all the
way."

Duchesses fourth in UVa meet
10:35.7 for second place.
Two other
Duchesses
earning seconds were Bev
Dorman with a 3,000 meter
time of 11:45.1 and Sandy
Bocock with a 1500 meter time
of 4:55.4. Dorman also ran the
5000 meters in 20:13.4 to take
third place.
In the high jump, Vickie
Collins earned third with a 5'0
leap.
The second place
finisher, from Eastern Kentucky, also cleared 5'0, but had
fewer tries than Collins.
In each track event, the
women ran in a trial heat to
qualify for the finals'. Since
several were too tired to
compete in their usual
number of events, a new team
consisting of Claudia Cahill,
Sue Lightner, Carol Bickmeyer and Donna Bush ran
the mile relay. They earned
sixth
place .with
an
"amazing" time of 4:30.1,
only one-tenth of a second
slower than the regular team.
Love is anxious to work with
the new squad to improve
their time.

By LINDA CHAMBLEE
With 43 points, Madison
Cilaced fourth among the 15
earns competing in the
University
of
Virginia
Women's Invitational Track
meet on Friday.
The top three schools
competing
were
the
University of Maryland with
155 points, East Kentucky
with 121 points, and Delaware
State with 66 points. Madsion's Coach Flossie Love
attributed Maryland's and
Kentucky's large scores to
their "extensive scholarship
programs in track and field.'
Although Madison took no
first places, the team set two
team records in the 100-meter
hurdles and the two mile
relay.
Vickie Collins broke her
17.1 record in the 100 meter
hurdles with a fifth place time
of 16.4.
The two mile relay team of
Linda Vogt, Beverly Morriss,
Sandy Bocock and Judy
Saville, shattered last week's
10:51.2 time by clocking in at

Three other Madison pointwinners were Sue Kyger, fifth
in the shot put; Ruth Slusher,
sixth in the 5000 meters and
Kim Miley, sixth in the 400
meter run.
Salisbury cancelled the
meet originally scheduled
with Madison on April 1,
according to Love, who then
got permission from U.VA.'s
coach to allow the Duchesses
to compete in Friday's meet.
Madison will host its next
meet on April 11 against
Roanoke. George Mason and
William and Mary at 3:30 p.m.

The Cellar Rats, D league
champions with a 3-2 record,
have been impressive in all of
their
games. Company
dominated the E league.and
finished 5-0.
Oh Boys won the F
league with a 4-1 record.
Moose, also finished with a 4-1
mark, but lost to Oh Boys 6-4
to finish second. The Shotguns
ran away with the G league
title with a 5-0 season.
Southern Comfort easily
won the H league championship with a 5-0 mark.
Lagnaff finished 4-1 to take
Paui Lutz lead a strong
hitting Wilkins Inc. team to
the I league championship
Wilkins Inc. finished with a 5-0
record, but must improve its
fielding to compete with the
teams from the higher
leagues.
The Bhongers, J league
champions, are another
strong hitting team. The team
averaged three home runs a
game during the regular
season. The team's record
was 5-0.
The playoffs .shape up as a
contest between the more well
known teams of the higher
leagues and the lower league
teams that could surprise
many favorites.
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Tennis team plays well but loses three times
Women also meet bad luek:rain and defeat
By JOHN DAVIS
The Madison tennis team
lost three matches last week
to drop their record to 2-5, but
they played well against some
of the toughest competition
imaginable.
Old Dominion. Salisbury
State and Washington and
Lee are all noted for having
strong tennis teams, and this
year was by no means, an
exception
In a home match last
Monday
against
ODU,
Madison played the Monarcns
even in singles with Ed
Barnhart, Marty Sherman

'

and Keven Anderson all
winning, but could take only
one doubles match thus losing
the match. 5-4.
Against Salisburg State
Barnhart, Sherman and the
doubles team of Steve Gill and
Anderson were the only
winners for Madison as the
Dukes fell 6-3.
Although the Washington
and Lee loss in Lexington on
Saturday looked the worst on
the score sheet (7-2), Madison
coach Jack Arbogast thinks it
was one of the best matches of
the year.
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"I thought everyone on the
team played well;" said
Arbogast. "Even the matches
that didn't look close from the
score were played very well."
One match that was obviously played very well was
at second singles where
Barnhart, the only Madison
player to win his singles all
three matches, came from
five games down in the third
set to win a tiebreakers, 5-1.
Barnhart's final score was 7-5,
5-7, 7-6. The other Madison
victory was at number three
doubles where Sherman and
Chris Laybourne won 3-6, 7-5,
6-4.
Madison plays at Hampden-Sy dney on Tuesday and is

at horfle on Thursday against
Towson State.
Meanwhile, the women's
team travelled to Penn State
last Thursday only to be
forced indoors by bad
weather, where they played
abbreviated matches and lost,
8-1.
The lone Madison victory
was at number three doubles,
where Kathy Tyler and Barb
Schoepske were shut out in the
second set before winning, 62?0-6,6-4.
Penn State .has only four
indoor courts, so to save time
it was agreed that the "Vass
no add" scoring system would
be used.
Instead of the
traditional love, 15 , 30 , 40 ,

game method, the Vass
system awards a game to the
first player to win four points,
even if the opponent has three.
The elimination of the deuceadd speeds up play tremendously.
The next match for the
Madison women is at home on
Wednesday against George
Mason. Mason is coached by
Chris Shelton, former tennis
coach at Madison, and according to number one seed
Jody Tansey, having their old
coach present will give the
Madison girls a good deal of
extra incentive.
"We'll be out for blood,"
says Tansey.

Dukes' first home loss of year
(Continued from Page 14)
(Bannon's) fastball was
moving in on us and that's
why
we were hitting
everything off the fists."
The second game, however,
told a different story. In this
version, the Dukes got out in
front in the first inning and
never
trailed.
Dave
McLaughlin led off with a
walk and went to second on a
pass ball. He scored on J.W.
Mitchell's single to left.
David Showalter broke out
of a miserable slump with a
single up the middle in the
second. Courtesy runner Bob

Sica later scored. But for
Showalter, his hit ended a long
dry spell.
"He knows that his value to
the team is his catching,"
stated Babcock. "He caught
the doubleheader today
(Saturday). So his hitting
would just be a plus."
Madison collected four
more runs in the sixth on one
hit. Mundy walked the bases
full before Mitchell drove in
two runs with a single to left.
RI committed two errors
allowing the other two runs to
score.

Dennis Mead failed to get
the complete-game win when
he ran into trouble in the
seventh.
"I tried to throw too hard,"
the big left-hander stated. All
my pitches were high and
away. I was a little worried
after the first game when we
weren't hitting, so I tried to
keep the ball down in the
second."
Mead faced four batters in
the seventh before Carl
Zerambo was called upon to
finish the gam^,.
Keith Perron singled and
John Avento walked. Two
batters later, James O'Neil
singled in the two Rhode
Island runs.

if'

Lacrosse
ups record
(Continued from Page 16)
control the scoring by guarding those few.
"And our defense is the
best I've seen." Luce added
"They back up the attack
really well."
The Duchesses were weak
and inconsistent in the first
half against Towson, said
assistant coach Dee McDonough. They were down by
one goal at the half, but came
back to play "a perfect second
half."
Luce said it took the girls
the first half to "figure the
strategy and skills of the
Towson players." However,
the Madison attack scorea
seven goals, while the defense
held Towson to one goal in the
second half. .
In addition to Tunnefl,
scoring for Madison were
Debbie Martin with three
goals, and Linda Chamblee
and Prodehl each scoring
twice.
Although Luce and McDonough were very pleased
with the team's performance
against Towson, both commented that they will need to
work hard to be ready for the
games ahead. William and '
Mary, Ursinus and University
of Maryland will be their
toughest competitors, according to the coaches.
The Duchesses play again
at home Thursday against
Harvard.

You can keep it under your
hat for only so long . . .
Then spring arrives and suddenly there's no way to hide
it anymore. Get your hair in
shape for the active, sunfilled days ahead. Come out
from under that hat and have
a Full Tilt spring!
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CROCK

Office of Career
Planning
and
Placement Interview
Schedule for April, 1977
April 5
Prince George County
Public Schools
9 a.m.-2p.m.
Stafford County Public
Schools
9:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
•>

April 5, 6, 7
U. S. Marines

April 12
Aetna Life & Casualty
Insurance Co.
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Bedford County Public
Schools
9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Wheelchair game
Tonight there will be a
Wheelchair Basketball Game
in Godwin at 8 p.m.. featuring
the Madison College faculty
and administrators vs.
representatives from
Woodrow
Wilson
Rehabilitation
Center.

Guest speaker
Dr. Frank Whitmore Jr. of
the Smithsonian Institution
will speak at 8 p.m. April 5, in
Miller 101. His topic is "In
search of the great prehistoric
mammals of North America:
Thomas Jefferson's wilderness explorations."
\ *r

Announcements
CEC meeting
The Council for Exceptional Children will meet
on April 6 at 6 p.m. in WCC
Room B.

Honors Day
The 1977 Honors Day
program will be observed on
April 7 in Wilson Auditorium
from 10:50 to 12:05. Classes
will be dismissed during this
time.

CEC dinner

April 11
Leggett Stores
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Dukette tryouts
Dukette tryout meetingApril 11-3:30 p.m. in Sinclair
Gym, Godwin Hall. Come in
practice clothes. For more
information call Cindy at 5283
or Colleen at 4412.

Free concert
There will be a free concert
on April 9, 2 p.m., on the
Chandler Plaza.

Teacher info

There will be a meeting on
April 6 at 6 p.m. in Wilson
Auditorium for all perspective
1978 teacher graduates to
explain a free placement
service offered by the
placement office.
Information concerning your
personal folders will be
distributed.

CEC is planning a dinner
for all interested special
education students and
faculty on April 17 at 6 p.m. at
Lloyd's Steak House. The cost
is $5 for the buffet. If interested call Patty at 5620 or
Laura at 5756 by April 7.

Lawyer to speak
Sylvia Clute will speak April
14 in the WCC Ballroom. 3
p.m. She is a lawyer in Richmond and started the All
Women's Bank there.

SGA elections

SGA elections are April 12.
On campus students will vote
in their dorms from 6:30 to 10
p.m.
and
off-campus
students may vote in the P.O.
Lobby from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Club listings
T o have your organization
or club listed in the brochure.
"101 Things to Do at
Madison," which is given out
during summer orientation,
come by the Orientation Office, Wilson 107, by April 8.

Candidate to speak
Delegate John Melnick of
Arlington, candidate for the
Democratic nomination for
attorney general, will campaign at Madison College
April
11.
Melnick will speak at 8 p.m.
in Room B of the Warren
Campus Center and then
answer questions from the
audience.

Chrysalis
There will be a meeting for
those interested in working
with the Chrysalis next year in
the Faculty Lounge in WCC at
5 p.m., April 7.

Alcohol info
Each Tuesday there will be
a meeting at 7 p.m. in Keezell
308 for those people who have
questions about alcohol use
and abuse.
If you have
questions about alcohol, no
matter how small, please feel
free to stop by.

P.O.request
The post office is asking all
fraternities, sororities, clubs,
organizations and head
residents to check their mail
boxes in the Campus Center.
Some have not been checked
this vear.

■1-11 raffle

There will be a Large
Bottle Terrarium Raffle
through April 8 in the WCC
main lobby, sponsored ty the
4—H Alumni Club.

CEC trip
CEC is sponsoring a trip to
Graf ton School on April 6 from
8-11 a.m. For more information, call Cathy, 433-7361

Job seminar
Job Search Seminar-Your
Job Interview. Tonight in
Harrison A-109,7 p.m. Sign up
in the Placement Office.

Government jobs
How to get A Government
Job-April 19,3 p.m. Sign up in
Placement Office.

Candy sale
Phi Chi Theta business
fraternity is having an Easter
Candy sale in the Post Office
Lobby through April 8 from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m.

(CPS) - Students in some of
North Carolina's counties are
getting a real-life lesson,
courtesy of the tax assessor's
office, on what taxation
without representation really
means.
County officials who have
the funds to set up the
machinery to assess the
personal property of people
who reside or do business
within the state have begun to
do so. Everyone must file a
list of all personal property...
or else face a $500 fine.
Although the law applies to
all, all who pay do not have the
right to vote. The group in the
majority with that inequity is
students.
At
East
Carolina
University
(ECU)
in
Greenville (Pitt county),
students were in a "state of
disbelief" when they were
informed about the filing law.
Cars, stereos, furniture,
clothes, all tangible household
items, rent on an apartment
or house are all taxable
personal items.
The editor of the ECU
student paper, Jim Elliott,
said that "it doesn't seem like
a very healthy situation...it is
classic taxation without
representation in a nutshell. "
Students who wish to
register to vote usually can't,
due to the restrictive
guidelines imposed on them
by local election boards, but
they are still held accountable
for all taxes which must be
paid to the state.
Elliott said he didn't know
how many students would file
and pay, but indicated there
are many students who won't
file and don't think they'll get
caught.
No one has
been fined or arrested by
county officials for failure to
file.

Tennis exemption
Exemption tests for tennis
courses will be given on April
12. The written exam will
begin at 4:30 p.m. followed by
skill testing on the tennis
courts. The rain date is April
13. There is a $15 fee which
must be paid at the
treasurer's office. Interested
students must contact Dr.
John Haynes (433-6540, Rm.
329 Godwin) before the exam
date.

Vending center
There is now a vending
center for commuters inside
entrance 5 of the Gibbons Dhall. Items include hot and
cold beverages, candy, chips,
milk, fresh fruit, and a
microwave
oven.

FOXY LADY

CCA
Fashion Boutique
Visit Our Junior Corral for
Updated Jeans, Gauchos,
Shorts, Slacks, and Tops

55 W. Elizabeth St

The Fabric Shop
157 N. Main St.

Harrisonburg, Va.

Phone 433-9196
Open: 9:30 to 5:00 Daily
Thurs. & Fri. Til 9:00

Harrisonburg, Va. 22801
»

Michael Hellberg

Taxation,
no vote irks
students

by Bill Rcchin A Brant Parker

703-434-5663

The Fashion Look of Tomorrow
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April 6
8:30 PM
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Godwin Hall
Tickets

$2.50 Madison ID
CPB box office

• FREE COTTON CANDY

* FREE SNOWCONES

Spring Fever
^m "CARNIVAL"
CHESS

in concert

Saturday April

*J

16 noon-4 PM

Godwin Practice Field
also Outing Show W,C,C.
•••••*•* a *•••••••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••a******

Friday April 8
1 Show
8 PM
Wilson Hall
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Classifieds
For sale
PONT1AC
BONNEVILLE
CONVERTIBLE, 66
389
cubic inch 4 barrel. A classicMust see. Take a ride- Top up
or down. $100 as is. 434-4186
SUMMER JOBS:
FIFTY
STATE catalogue of over 2000
summer job employers (with
application forms). Send $2
to. SUMCHOICE. Box 645,
State College, PA 16801

By Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
IF THE PRESIDENT DOESN'T

Mt DELACOURT, MY POINT
IS THAT JIMMY CARTER.
1 HAS HAD YEARS OF PUBLIC
- SERVICE TO FIND OUT
IWHAT50NTHEMINDS,
t OF THE AMERICAN
PEOPLE!

SENATOR, ASI
SAID BEWRE, ITS
mow WHAT THE PEALLY A QUESNEEDSOFTHE
TION OF KEEPCOUNTRY ARE
IN6 IN TOUCH..
BY NOW, HES
HBVER. 60IN6W
KNOW!

KEEPINS IN T0UCH7! WEIL, WE FEEL
MR. DELACOURT,
VOTERS APPRECJTHE MAN NEVER ATE THE FACT HE
LET60!FIVE CARESEN0U6HT0
MONTHSAFTER CAMmeNAFTBR
THE ELECTION, THE ELECTION AS
HE'S STILL
CAMPAI6NIN6!
/

THANK YOU, JOHN. I'M
HERE IN THE WHITE
HOUSE BRJEF1N6ROOM
WITHSECRETW-ELECT
DUANE DELACOURT. THE
MOOD HERE IS ONE OF
TRIUMPH', IS IT NOT,
MR. SECRETARY*

fTS A MOMENTOFl
AL TRIUMPH, OF COURSE, BUT
MORE IMPORTANTLY, IT IS A
VICTORY FOR SYMBOUSMFOR CARPI6ANS, EVR
TOWN MEETIN6S, FOR
CALL-IN SHOWS AND
FOR FIRESIDE CHATS!

BUT.DUANE!
HE WON!
HE WON THE
ELECTION!

I KNOW. I STILL
CANT BELIEVE
IT. TtS LIKE A
DREAM, Y'KNOW?

\

EUROPE Flexibly and
Inexpensively. Call European
Flights toll-free.
1-800-848(1786

For rent
APARTMENT FOR RENT
two blocks from campus.
Available now and -or for next
year. Three bedrooms, kitchen, living room, bath with
shower, attic, two porches,
nice yard. Perfect for three or
four people. Privacy Call
433-2828 and leave your name
and
number.

600P EVENING.
TODAY. BY A NARROW
MARGIN OF SO TO 46,
1 THE U.S. SENATE CON}
FIRMEDPUANEPELA-', COURT AS THE NEW
SECRETORY OF SYMBOLISM'CATHERINE
MACK/N HAS MORE.
CAsse?

s/

ROOMMATE WANTED:
Own unfurnished room in
Squire Hill for May and
possibly summer session. $20
a week. Alan, 433-9362.
SUMMER
STUDENTS
WANTED. Male or female for
furnished apartments. Half
block from Madison College.
All utilities furnished. ($75
and $80 per student). Please
C a II
2 8 9-5531.
.FEMALE
ROOMMATE
NEEDED for fall 1977 only.
Anyone needing a fall
roommate (December
graduates or spring student
teachers.etc.) please contact
Kathy Thompson at 7228, or
write Box 3537. I plan to live
in
Hoffman.
NEED: One girl to share
apartment with three others.
Open April 1st: $56,25 per
month
each plus
utilities. Call Karla 434-4194
after 5:30.
ROOMMATE Do you need a
roommate for May and
summer session? Call 4346514.

Personal

JAKF
Thank you for the hours we
spend: thank you for the love
you send. Thank you for the
distant calls: thank you for
the many Great Falls. Thank
you for the help and advice;
thank you for Being so nice.
Thank you for the crazy
times; thank you for reading
these lines. Thank you, thank
you, thank you-just for being
you
THE THIRD
BROWN EYES: You missed a
chance to dance with me, but
there will be another
someday. You have won my
heart. Love, "Old Man"

±

PEEEPING PERVERTS:
Whassa matter? Has youse
guys converted? Spring is
sprung, man, so let's have a
new
moon
sometime.
NANCY-When can we lock
elbows again? Si»"-J.3)|te
Irish 'Washer-Woman (Who
really .isn't).

A6EJ0E'...

s

SCUBA
DIVING
DISCOUNTS. Rental, Rock
Shop, Blue Ridge Dive and
Craft Shop, 1726 Allied St.,
Charlottesville. Only hours:
1-5 Sat. and Sun., Ph. 804-2936984.

Wanted

YES. ITS A VICTORY
fQRTHE'UTTLESUX*
THE"MANINTHE
$TREET;THE'AVER-

frrfnTnlJ
r
600D NEWS HERE,
MIKE! THE SECRETARY
OF SYMBOLISM IS ALREADY
PLED6IN6M0RE'AVERA6E
AMERJCAN"CAU-IN SHOWS
/FOR CARTER!

AS AN AVERAGEAMERICAN.
HARK, I THINK tPFEEL
MORE CHEERED BY THAT
IFIPWNTKNOWMY
CHANCES OF ACTUALLY
REACHIN6 THE MAN WERE
ABOUT ONE IN \

OH, ALL
SIR. IF
RJ6HT.'8UT
YOUCOULD NOTUNTIL
JUSTCHAT ALLTHECUe
WITHHIMF0R SCOU75ARE
A MINUTE...
I FREED!
\

TRUE. UNLESS.
OF COURSE, YOU'RE
ANAVERA6E AMERICANPSYCHOMTH.
/

/

IMPORTANT STUDY
ABROAD ANNOUNCEMENT:
APPLICATIONS NOW BEING
ACCEPTED for Summer 1977
and Academic Year 1977-78
for MOSCOW, LENINGRAD,
LONDON, PARIS, DIJON,
NICE, SALAMANCA,
VIENNA,
FLORENCE,
PERUGIA,
GENEVA,
COPENHAGEN,
AMSTERDAM. All subjects for
all students in good standing.
Accredited university courses. 4,6,8-week summer terms
or quarter, semester, full year
terms. Summer from $710.
Year term from $1590.
CONTACT: CENTER FOR
FOREIGN STUDY, S-AY
Admissions-Dept M. 216 S.
State Box 606, Ann Arbor,
Michigan 48107. 313-662-5575.

NANOOK: One, two, three,
four, five, My, how time fli ;s
when you are having fun.
Thanks.

College Sixty-Six Service Center
701 PORT ROAD
434-OW1

Tire Sale!

ELECTRIC

:AR STEREOS

CRAIG
SANYO
TENNA
8 TRACK &
CASSETTE

Radials-all sizes as low as•47.20 &F.E.T. (BR78-13)
C
*<® #e& re8- $57.20 & F.E.T.

tK *»<*

0S&

Check our price W9

bef,ore you

buy!

DONUT
KING
433-1734

APPLICATIONS
FOR
SUMMER ORIENTATION STAFF

are now available in Alumnae Hall,
Room 104. Jobs include: Orientation
Leaders to assist with programs,
Orientation Assistants to help with
Orientation housing, and Tour Guides.
•Descriptions of these positions are

Vo°*

Yes, we're gonna be here
*
EASTER MORNING
* with plenty of donuts and
& """S^»
•
'JJ '
—g
good hot coffee.
f

